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        …and never liked much anyway… 
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Editorial 
[Вероучение] 

 
There’s a lot I’ve got to tell this issue.  
 
First, I’m leaving HK to start a book café thingy in Austin, Texas. 
 
I don’t know much about Austin, but I saw its motto on wiki ‘keep Austin weird’, and Daisy Anne Gree 
swears by it, so… 
 
This means the mag will be leaving HK too. Unless there’s someone out there who wants to take over 
distribution detail…? I guess not. But if you wanna keep up to date with the mag then there is a way. Two 
ways even. 
 
One, e-mail me and I might be able to send you a copy. [I’m guessing there won’t be thousands writing in, 
but if there’s more than twenty, the deal’s off.] 
 
Or two…www.gupterpunchermagazine.wordpress.com  
 
Go here and see the mag online. And it’s not just the print issues, it’s new stuff. Like: 
 
The many Cabinets of Tom Cruise 
 
The De-territorialisation of Nick Nolte 
 
News updates, behind the scenes stuff from Tomomi, short stories from other writers under my spell… 
 
Ok, back to the telling... 
 
Second, Year Zero is doing some gigs. The first one is at Rough Trade Records in London, on Feb 
4th…which you’ve just missed, I guess…but there will be more. And they’ll involve music from up and 
coming bands like…I don’t know their names, but they’re decent…and readings from Dan Holloway, 
Daisy Anne Gree and a few others… 
 
Actually, I should make a note: I don’t believe in author readings. I think it’s vanity, and authors are not 
actors. I have told them all this, but they won’t listen to me. Good for them. Maybe I just don’t have the 
balls to do it myself. Probably…Dan did say it’s an empowering feeling, and most readers prefer to see the 
actual author reading his own stuff…but he didn’t give me any links to back this up. He just said it. 
 
I don’t know…the idea of reading all my shit out loud, all that stuff about anxiety…well, it’s gonna make 
me fucking anxious…right? 
 
Ok, back on track… 
 
This issue the theme is religion. All the stories will be linked to it in some way, mostly in a light way, and 
probably not anything to do with Islam. You know that Danish guy who did those cartoons? There was a 
guy in his house recently, trying to kill him. And it hit me. That guy is going to be killed by a nut. Maybe 
not this year, but it will happen. How can he live like that?  
 
It reminds me of that American guy, the talk show host…Colbert. He said in his book: ‘Islam is wonderful 
and completely perfect and there is nothing bad to say about it at all.’ OK that’s paraphrased, but it’s a 
good cop-out.  
 
Oli […and that amazing cover was hand-drawn by Sarah E Melville] 
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Letters  from the adoring crowd…  
[Кита и США ясно единственные страны которые имеют значение в мире 
сегодня.] 
 
Compiled by Genichiro Takahashi 
 
What’s the point? 
 
Hi, I don’t know if this is the kind 
of letter you’re looking to receive, 
and I did have my doubts about 
sending it as I have a lot of 
respect for what you’re trying to do 
with the magazine, but the marketing 
graduate in me feels compelled to 
ask: what exactly are you doing? 
 
Don’t get me wrong, there is some 
mileage in appealing to a minority 
market, but it’s a very, very 
difficult market to win over, which 
is why I would suggest some changes. 
 
First, you need to advertise. As far 
as I can tell, you fund this 
magazine yourself, so where is the 
growth going to come from? It’s 
basic economics, but if your 
financial investment is fixed then 
you won’t be able to increase your 
output and win new fans. You do want 
new fans, right? Advertising is the 
easy fix for this, and it might not 
be as hard as you think to find it. 
Anything branded as ‘indie’ would be 
more than happy to advertise with 
you, perhaps for a low fee at first, 
but that would increase 
commensurately with your increased 
output/influence in your market. 
 
Secondly, you have to broaden your 
subject matter. Take the last two 
issues as examples. A Thomas Pynchon 
special, while perhaps close to your 
heart, has no broad appeal. You are 
simply fishing for the odd gold coin 
in a pond of shit with this strategy, 
and that isn’t going to work. And 
then last issue you led with a story 
on Chevy Chase, a star twenty years 
ago, and only in the US. Here in HK, 
everyone I asked had never heard of 
him, which, sadly, rendered your 
story irrelevant.  
 
I’m sorry to be so blunt, but I feel 
that with these changes your 
magazine will have an excellent 
chance to grow and become the 

magazine it has the potential to 
become. 
 
Not Chevy Chase, HK 
 
You were saying… 
 
I enjoyed that story in your last 
issue, the one with Dan Aykroyd. 
 
But, honestly, I don’t know who the 
other guy is. Is he famous? 
 
Richie, Tseun Wan 
 
…Who the filmic fuck is Chevy Chase? 
 
Jinxy, Brick Lane, London 
 
…I had to go on the IMDB to check 
for that Cheby Chase guy. It says he 
hasn’t been in a big film for over 
fifteen years. What’s going on? 
 
Karmen Law, Philly 
 
…I watched Chevy Chase on his 
European vacation when I was eight 
years old. I think I saw him in some 
invisible man film too. But that’s 
as far as it goes. 
 
You, however, write an eight page 
story about him. I’m sorry, but you 
have to be the weirdest fucker 
living today. 
 
Lee, Melbourne 
 
One for Lawrence Gray 
 
I read your Die Hard story from last 
issue and I’m not sure what to think. 
On the one hand, it’s well written, 
but at the same time, I found it 
really, really depressing. I 
couldn’t figure it out for a long 
time, but now I think I know. It’s 
not about anything. And that’s 
clever, I get the point, but, really, 
what’s the point? 
 
James Jarmusch, New York 
 



Politics
[Иллюзион изменения] 
 
I’m exhausted from last issue’s Politics. 
 
I really don’t have anything to say about the world anymore…and I really don’t know much about the 
world anyway…I just skirt in and out of newspaper articles…learn a little about Japan or Russia or Iran and 
then forget it all a while later… 
 
But there’s a page to fill, so… 
 Japan…Japan…Japan…Japan…    
 
I learnt that they don’t have an army. No army! Why did no one tell me this? No wonder they’ve been 
making so much money the last fifty odd years…they don’t spend anything on defence… 
 
America takes care of them apparently. Which means, they put a few bases up, send a load of soldiers over, 
and sit back and cringe as they chase ass like a load of ESL teachers…seriously, they’ve got nothing to 
really fuck up over there, so they just fuck around instead… 
 
And I wonder what the deal is with rotation? I mean, if I was a soldier and I got sent again and again for 
tours in Iraq or that other desert place…and then I see other guys getting sent to fucking Okinawa to drink 
and poke…I’d be a bit pissed off. I mean, do they rotate? One tour in Iraq, then an equalizer in Japan? 
Anyone know? 
 Russia…Russia…Russia…Russia…    
 
I don’t know much, but Putin’s gotta be doing some dodgy shit over there… 
 
In fact, I don’t think even he knows what he’s doing…he just wakes up, has an idea, and the world lets him 
get away with it…I mean, the guy’s not even in power anymore, but there he is, shooting wolves, invading 
Georgia, working his way back… 
 
Come on, Putin, what’s your plan here? Tell me… 
 Iran…Iran…Iran…Iran…    
 
Is it just me or are there similarities with China? 
 
Both have an iron grip on Facebook. Both have a one party system. Well, I think some other guys tried to 
take part in some kind of election last year…you know, that guy who looked like Gregory Peck, he was 
standing on platforms and speaking and saying ‘yeah’…but fuck all that…Peck didn’t really get 
anywhere… 
 
Hang on, does that mean every country has a one party system? 
 
Actually, no it doesn’t. Forget I wrote that. Not that it was dumb, it was just…well, it wasn’t fucking dumb. 
I’m not dumb. I just don’t know that much about politics stuff, that’s all… 
 
It’s not like there’s a point to knowing anything anyway…you can say they’re all liars and you probably 
wouldn’t be wrong. 
 
I mean, it must be a bitch trying to get a majority anywhere… 
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The Death and 

Birth of Johnny 

the Baptist                                                 Daisy Anne GreeDaisy Anne GreeDaisy Anne GreeDaisy Anne Gree    
 

              
 
 
It was only a thought. He was standing on the 
edge of the lake, watching, waiting on nothing. It 
was the way that the sunlight hit the water, and 
the way the heat of the day began to loosen the 
stiffness in his shoulders that the winter had put 
in. He’d never thought much about anything 
before, but now he had this thought. Watching 
the refracted ripples, Johnny thought about the 
sun. 
Eventually, as the sun began to set, he packed up 
his tackle and got in his truck. He was fixing to 
have a beer before heading home, so he drove 
until he got to the exit on route 90, headed left on 
Cypress for twenty minutes and then parked his 
car in the lot behind the bar. 
It was quiet inside, like it always was. Johnny 
took a seat at the end of the bar. He ordered a 
beer and listened to the songs playing on the 
jukebox. It was Neil Young singing. He sure can 
write a song, Johnny thought to himself, but he 
can’t sing for shit. He’s got himself the worst 
voice in the whole damn world. 
He finished one beer and ordered another. There 
was a guy sitting next to him now, muttering 
under his breath. Johnny strained to hear what he 
was saying; it’s probably better than listening to 
Neil Young singing, he thought. But he couldn’t 
hear anything except Neil Young, and Neil 
Young has a hell of a lot of songs, so on played 
the jukebox. 

After a while, his curiosity got the better of him, 
and Johnny turned to the guy and asked him 
what the fuck he was muttering about. The guy 
didn’t move until he had finished muttering his 
full sentence, after which he looked Johnny in 
the eye and said, 
“I say unto you, among them that are born of 
women, there ain’t no one greater than John the 
Baptist, aside from the fact that even the least in 
heaven is better than him. And, from the days of 
John the Baptist until now, the Kingdom of 
Heaven suffers violence and the violent take it 
by force.” 
“That’s what you’ve been muttering about?” 
“Yeah. The Bible.” 
“Muttering motherfucker.” 
Johnny ordered another beer. Neil Young played 
on. 
“You ever been baptized?” the guy asked him. 
“No, sir.” 
“It used to be different, y’know.” 
“Huh?” 
“Baptism. Used to be different, y’know.” 
“Yeah?”  
“Hell yeah. It weren’t some pussy-ass shit where 
they sprinkle a little water on your head and tell 
you to deny Satan, man. And it weren’t for no 
babies, neither. No way. You’d go out, you’d 
wade out in the water, and you’d put your life in 
John’s hands, man. John the Baptist. And he’d 
hold your head under water, and he’d drown you, 
that’s what he’d do. It weren’t for no pussies. It 
was hardcore. Hardcore, man. You’d have to die 
to be born again, man. Only John could do it, 
y’know. If you wanted to be baptised, you’d 
have to die, man. Have John bring you back, just 
before...just before it was too late. It weren’t no 
pussy-ass baby sprinkled water deny Satan shit. 
No way, man. They were cheating death.” 
The motherfucker went back to muttering. 
Johnny ordered another beer, drank it, got up, 
got back in his car and drove home. He lay 
awake staring at the open window and thinking 
about the sun. 
Johnny was a mailman, and over the next few 
days, while delivering the mail, Johnny could 
only think about the sunlight. The way it warmed 
his stiffened joints, the way the plants turned 
their faces up to it, the way it refracted on the 
surface of the water down at the lake. Especially 
the way it looked at the lake. The rays on the 
ripples. Fire and water, Johnny thought to 
himself, as he finished his route for the day. 
He went to the grocery store, the hardware store, 
the liquor store and then he went home. He drank 
whiskey on his porch. Fire and water, he thought 
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to himself. This was added to the thought about 
sunlight in his head, and he tried to combine 
them in as many ways as he could. If everything 
started with fire, then water must have come 
from fire. How the fuck can water come from 
fire? Because every flame that burns gives off 
water. If you add the heat of fire and the wet of 
water, you get air. If you add the dry of fire and 
the cold of water, you get earth. And when you 
get earth, you get weight, and measure and time. 
That’s it. Earth traps them all, and they all come 
from fire. As soon as he thought about fire, it 
brought back his original thought about the 
sunlight, and then he went inside and lay in bed 
and looked out of the window and thought only 
of the sun. 
As the weeks passed, and the thought of the sun 
intruded just as much at night as it did during the 
day, Johnny found himself getting out of bed, 
putting on his clothes, getting in his truck, and 
driving down to the lake. He’d get out of the 
truck and go sit on the shore and look up at the 
stars. 
One night, looking up at the stars, it occurred to 
him that starlight was almost like sunlight; it’s 
just more accessible, he thought to himself. It felt 
like the same essence to him, like he could 
almost pull it down to him, and feel the warmth 
of the day on a cold starry night. Johnny wanted 
to catch the sun. 
 

             
 
At work, as he walked along Mulberry Road 
from number 128 to 134, he decided that he 
couldn’t wait anymore and he walked straight off 
his mail route. He went to the hardware store and 
he bought a glass jar and he bought a magnet and 
he went home and he drank milk and he waited 
for the night to fall.  
When night fell, he walked out on his porch to 
see if it was a clear night, and it was. He went 
back inside, put the magnet inside the glass jar, 
picked up the glass jar, went back outside, got in 

his car and drove down to the lake. He sat on the 
shore and put the open jar with the magnet inside 
it next to him and then when dawn was about to 
break, he closed the jar. 
Johnny took the jar home and sat on his couch 
and looked at the jar which he had placed on the 
coffee table. I pulled the sun down from the stars, 
he thought to himself, and in that there jar is life 
itself. But then a new thought came to him, and 
this one was much stronger. He thought about 
the water in the lake at night. How it was the 
opposite of the sun – when the sunlight seemed 
calmed by the filter of the stars, the water 
became more chaotic, deeper, unpredictable. 
Stronger. This was stronger than the sunlight. 
But what was stronger than life? 
That night, Johnny took his jar off the coffee 
table, went outside, got in his truck, and drove 
down to the lake. He got out of his truck, walked 
towards the water and walked right into the black 
lake until he was up to his shoulders in it. He 
opened the jar and submerged it until life was 
replaced by black water. The new thought came 
to him. Chaos. Life was swallowed by chaos. He 
let the jar drop from his hands and he put his 
own head under water. He felt hands on his head, 
holding him down. He breathed in, Johnny took 
in the chaos. The chaos had stasis, within it 
everything existed simultaneously. It was fire 
and water and air and earth and everything else 
that ever was or would be, all at once. This is 
what came before fire and this is what would 
come after the fire had burned out. Johnny lost 
himself in the fluctuations and possibilities. He 
lost himself and he became nothing. Nothing. 
Johnny was drowned. 
He woke up on the shore. He coughed up a lot of 
water and then he lay very still for a while. After 
lying very still for a while, he got up, got in his 
truck and drove. He drove until the exit on route 
90, he drove twenty minutes left on Cypress and 
he parked his car in the lot behind the bar. He 
walked into the bar and looked around and he 
saw the muttering motherfucker and he went 
across the room and sat down next to him 
because it was the muttering motherfucker that 
he’d come to see. Johnny tapped the muttering 
motherfucker on the shoulder, and when the 
motherfucker had stopped muttering and turned 
to face him, Johnny said, 
“They weren’t cheating Death, you muttering 
motherfucker. They were praying to Him. They 
were praying to Death. I can show you, if you 
want.
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 Movie land, the best of all lands… 

                                                         with Tomomi Leung 

                     
 
I am not gonna talk about Rourke. Just so you know. 
 
DePalma, fine, he was on okay guy in the end…I mean, shit, it didn’t really go anywhere, and he has 
a fierce fucking temper on him, but he’s got a heart, y’know? At least he had a heart with 
me…maybe with other girls, trampier looking girls, maybe he didn’t treat them so good, but with me 
he was a prince…a slightly dark prince, but no black heart… 
 
Anyway, dudes, I don’t need to feed details on any of this…I’ve got brighter news…cinematic 
news…yup, little old me has been working…well, I’m not little, I’m five-nine in flats, but tall old me  
has a job. An acting job. A fucking spectacular acting job. 
 
Now, I’ve been in some basement-shot shit in my time, but this is different…actually, my part isn’t 
huge, I’ll admit, but I’m still in there, working m y ass off with a legend…and to delineate…is that 
even a word? Fuck it, Oli can edit it out if it’s not…but I’m pretty sure it is, I’m not dumb, I do ha ve 
quite a big reservoir of vocab, y’know? But anyway, back to the piece…I’m gonna take you on a little 
tour of the set…or not a tour, but I’ll tell you what I’ve been seeing…and before you start thinking, 
wait, it’s gonna be one of those PR thingies where I catch no one off guard and everyone knows 
what’s happening…it isn’t. Because this is Gupter Puncher, dudes, and no one’s fucking 
reading…seriously, I feel like I’m writing my diary  here…eso me solomente… 
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Behind the scenes on the film that cannot be named [Inception!]  
 
Director: Chris Nolan 
Starring: DiCaprio, Ellen Page, Michael “Prop” Caine, the gay hustler from ‘Mysterious Skin’  
Tomomi’s Part: I think I’m a Japanese hooker, but I can’t say for sure. 
 

    
 
                         DAY ONE 
 
Okay, so they don’t send a car for me on my first 
day, but, whatever, it’s not a huge thing. I mean, 
I know my place on this thing. I’m a bit part, no 
biggie. But still, if you’re new, if it’s your first 
day then it’d be nice to get a car or some kind of 
wheels to get you from A to B. DePalma 
would’ve done it for me. But I guess Nolan had 
other things going on up in that big head of 
his…and I don’t mean big as in he’s arrogant…I 
mean, big as in actual size…he hides it a little 
with that hair of his, but when you’re up close 
you see it. I’ve seen it. 
      Anyway, first day, I’m a bit nervous, and I 
get to the set ready to hang out with some of the 
other stars…only no one’s there. Y’know, at this 
point I’m not even sure what my role is…all I 
know is, I will be naked at some point, which I 
figure means I’m a stripper or a whore or 
something, but I don’t know for sure as no one’s 
told me anything…Nolan hasn’t even seen 
me…or I haven’t seen him…I heard he was 
watching my audition in disguise, but when I 
heard that I still couldn’t work out who he 
was…I mean, I’ve got a pretty good memory for 
faces and figures, but who was he? The guy in 
the corner? The dude mopping the floor? It’s a 
kinda weird way to work if you’re asking me, 
but this movie’s got some pretty funky ideas 
about secrecy…no one’s knows anything, so 
legend says… 
      Another anyway…I get to what I think is the 
set and this small dude guides me into a room 
with a couple of other people and we all say ‘hi’ 
even though none of us recognize each 
other…and then the small dude pulls out some 

blindfolds and tells us to put them on so he can 
take us to the set…what the fuck? Blindfolds? 
I’m a little hesitant to take the thing…my mind 
is telling me ‘scam’ and I figure this small dude 
could be a sleaze doing AV…but I tell myself, 
‘fuck Tomomi, it might be that, but it might be 
Nolan too,’ so I put it on and about thirty 
minutes later someone takes it off and I’m 
standing in front of Leo DiCaprio in some kind 
of strip club… 
      Now this is a moment…let me stall a second 
just to tell you something…when I first came 
over to LA I took some hits in some lame 
fucking films…I mean, shit that makes The 
Room look like John Sayles, y’know? I’ve had 
my bad times here, but all of it was worked 
through, all those times bent over getting fuc-
…doing those things, it was all done to get to 
this point…in front of the same fifty cameras as 
someone like DiCaprio, someone with some 
fucking talent… 
      So, there I am…blindfold off, in this strip 
club, with the crew doing things and setting shit 
up around me, and Fathead in some kind of 
huddle with DiCaprio, talking into his ear…I 
can’t hear what he’s saying, but he looks really 
serious, like there’s a lot on the line with this 
thing…and I’m watching all this, thinking, ‘what 
am I doing?’ I mean, seriously, I haven’t seen the 
script, I don’t know my character, I don’t know 
my lines…what the fuck am I supposed to be 
doing? And I know I should ask someone, but 
everyone seems busy, and I don’t want to ask Fat 
Head because he might get pissed and fire me or 
something…so I just stand there like a fucking 
shop dummy…I figure someone will tell me 
what to do sooner or later… 
      It turns out it’s later, much later…about four 
hours later. I mean, could I look any more stupid? 
Standing completely frozen for four hours, 
watching Fat Head waltz around talking to 
everyone but me…even DiCaprio ignored 
me…what the fuck? I start to wonder if this is all 
some kind of hallucination and I’m not really on 
the set, but somehow I’ve projected myself 
here…like astral viewing or something…and 
really, no one can see me…but then Fat Head 
looks at me and says, ‘You can take your top off 
now.’ 
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      Now, the weird thing is, it usually takes me a 
few minutes to take my top off…y’know, nerves 
and shyness I guess, it never goes…but this time, 
when Fat Head tells me to do it, I do it straight 
away…and I don’t know why…I mean, this is 
my big shot, I know that, but still…where’s the 
class, Tomomi? You’re more than a pair of 
tits…and yeah, I’m a little disappointed in 
myself, but it lifts a little when I look over and 
see DiCaprio staring at me…well, staring at my 
tits, but fuck it, they’re a part of me too…and 
he’s hypnotized and keeps staring and at first I 
think, ‘shit, I’m distracting him, I’m gonna get 
fired’, but then I think, ‘He likes my tits, he 
really likes my tits’… 
      Well, I’m caught between those two thoughts 
until Fat Head shouts at him and tells him 
they’re ready and he’s forced to look away…and 
then the cameras are all set up and Fat Head calls 
out to DiCaprio again… ‘Remember. This is not 
Tokyo.’ DiCaprio nods but Fat Head repeats it, 
‘This. Is. Not. Tokyo.’ Now, I don’t know what 
the fuck all this is about, but I’m starting to get 
nervous again…sure, DiCaprio’s got his lines 
and knows what he has to do and has all that ‘not 
Tokyo’ shit, but what about me? I’m clearly a 
stripper, but what do I do? What do I say? 
Seriously, if you’ve never been in this kind of 
situation before, if you’re not an actor then you 
have no fucking idea…it’s awkwardness beyond 
awkward, y’know? It’s a statue-maker…you 
can’t fucking move an inch, because you figure 
if you do, you’re fired. 
      So Fat Head calls ‘action’ and DiCaprio 
walks into the club and some other woman, the 
manager of the place, I guess, she shows him to a 
seat and then he sits down and puts his hand on 
his chin and stares at me…but I still don’t know 
what I’m supposed to be doing…so, I start 
moving…I start dancing…I move towards him, 
shaking my tits a little here and there, and try to 
think of something to say when I get to him…I 
mean, I’ve had no script, I don’t know if I’m 
supposed to speak or not, but I figure one line 
won’t hurt…and you hear about other actors ad-
libbing all the time and getting away with it, and 
the director saying that it was never in the script 
but they’re glad the dude did it…so, I tell myself 
I’m gonna be that dude this time, and as I walk 
over my mind’s up in the clouds with a shit load 
of award and interview fantasies playing on 
loop…’yeah, it wasn’t in the script, but I thought 
saying, ‘you can’t fuck me,’ was appropriate for 
the character…and back in the scene, I’m next to 
him and then on his lap and I lean in and say it… 
‘You can’t fuck me.’ And I can feel he’s almost 

bursting out of his pants, and I wonder if I 
should reach down and touch it when…Fat Head 
calls ‘cut’. 
       

            
 
      Now, I’ve never been called ‘Stupid tart’ 
before…I didn’t even know what it meant, I had 
to look it up afterwards…but that’s what I get 
from Fat Head…he walks over and tells me to do 
it again, do it like it said in the script. And I think 
about not saying anything and just nodding, but 
then I remember that I haven’t seen the fucking 
script, so I look at DiCaprio for support, but he’s 
too busy trying to flatten his dick with his elbow, 
so I tell Fat Head, ‘But I haven’t seen the script.’ 
And he says back to me, ‘Of course not, no one 
has.’ And this stuns me for a second…I mean, 
I’m pretty sure what he said has no logic, but 
I’ve been wrong before, and he looks like a 
smart guy so I try and work out ways in which 
he could be right about what he said, but there’s 
nothing, he can’t be right, so I say, ‘I don’t get it. 
How can I follow the script if I haven’t seen it?’ 
And he shakes his head, goes over to his 
assistant and whispers in his ear and the assistant 
runs off somewhere, and I’m standing there with 
my tits out and DiCaprio ironing his cock back 
down, and I’m wondering, ‘what the fuck is the 
point?’ At least on that no-budget shit I had 
some fucking direction…at least they gave me a 
script…but then the assistant comes back in and 
runs over to me and hands me this tiny strip of 
paper. I take it and before I read it, I think it’s 
going to say ‘you’re fired’, but when I do read it 
I’m even more confused. It’s a screen direction. 
‘Walk around Leo, do not speak.’ And on the 
back there’s more: ‘You are a stripper, but not a 
stripper. You are Japanese, but not Japanese. 
You are everything he wants you to be, and 
nothing of yourself, yet you are still aware 
because Leo needs you to be aware, but really, it 
is his awareness that directs your own.’ 
      Dude, this is too much…I’ve read 
philosophy and cultural theory and all that shit, 
but what the fuck? And I’m even more surprised 
that they managed to fit all that shit onto a tiny 
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strip of paper, but really…whatever, I’ve got a 
job to do, so I fold up the paper and drop it on 
the floor and I nod to Fat Head, and the scene 
goes again. I do my job. It’s done. Even though I 
don’t have a fucking clue what exactly it is 
we’ve done. 
       

                              
 
 
      After the scene DiCaprio comes over to me 
and tells me I was really brave to stand up to 
Nolan like that. He says he has great respect for 
me as an actress and as a human being, and 
would I like to come back to his trailer for a 
while and watch a DVD? I think about it for a 
second…I mean, I’ve never been a huge fan of 
his…he’s talented, but he’s never come across as 
a man, and I wonder if maybe I should have 
more dignity and say no to him…but then I 
figure, ‘If I do good, I could get six months out 
of him’…and after that, when I’ve got a name 
for myself I can go my own way…so, ‘yes’ I say 
back to him, and off we go to his trailer for that 
DVD… 
      I guess you’ll want to know what happened 
in that trailer…well, part of me thinks I 
shouldn’t say, but another part of me thinks it 
was so fucking weird, and no one’s gonna read 
this anyway, so I should just spill…okay, I 
will…we go in and it’s like a fucking castle in 
there, and he sits me down on the couch and I go 
kinda close to him and put my hand on his leg, 
and he sits there making no effort to do 
anything…he hasn’t even put a DVD in…and 
then he starts talking…but like he’s talking to 
himself…he says I should go before he turns… 
and I ignore him and keep my hand on his leg 
and wait for him to jump on me, but he doesn’t, 
he puts his head in his hands and mutters ‘why?’ 
over and over and then changes it slightly to, 
‘why am I like this?’ and I ask him if he wants to 
put the DVD on, and he turns and screams at me, 
‘Don’t you fucking get it? I’m gonna 
change…I’m a fucking animal…a pathetic 
animal!’ I don’t really know what to say to this, 

so I just say okay, animal, what do you wanna do? 
And he puts both hands on my tits and says, ‘I 
wanna fuck you, I wanna fuck you like a dirty 
little bitch.’ And then he pushes me down and 
starts dry humping me and I’m like, okay, this is 
more typical, and I lie back as he whispers in my 
ear, shit like, ‘I’m gonna fuck you so good…I’m 
gonna fuck you so fucking good…’ and he says 
it like he’s biting his tongue, but I don’t care, 
I’ve heard worse, and then he changes to, ‘But 
don’t fucking rush me, bitch…don’t fucking rush 
me.’ Dude, relax, I ain’t gonna rush anything, 
but I don’t tell him this, I just say, okay…and 
then it kinda goes on from there. I mean, you 
don’t really want to know all the details, right? 
 

        
 
                        DAY TWO 
 
      There was no Day Two. I figured there 
would be…I mean, that’s what my agent said, 
but I get up and go to the place I was told to go 
to and there’s no one there. The whole set has 
disappeared. I look around a bit, and all I find is 
another tiny strip of paper. ‘There is no film. 
Only interpretation.’ I don’t know what the fuck 
this means, and I figure I’m not that stupid, so 
maybe it means nothing…maybe it’s just Fat 
Head doing some kind of weird marketing 
thing…y’know, Dark Knight made a lot of cash, 
it’s gonna be hard for him to top it 
unless…unless he leaves these weird fucking 
notes? I don’t know…it’s hard to second-guess 
these people…so I don’t try. I go back to my 
hotel, get my bags and get the fuck out of Tokyo.
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THEREISNOPUNCTUATIONANCHORITEBUTTHATSOKAYITSMEA
NTTOBELIKETHAT 

 
Lawrence Gray 

 
 
 
 

                                                    
 
 
 
 
Last brick in place just a hole for the food to 
come in waste to go out light for day dark for 
night pallet on floor kneel during day lie during 
the night notebook and pencil to record thoughts 
all I need for the soul of a righteous man is the 
throne of God concentrate on what is important 
nothing will distract world of temptations strange 
that world made that way test of our rectitude. 
 
What is temptation and what is not hard to tell 
guides written in scriptures handed down by 
tradition spoken by authority hard to interpret 
must concentrate consider all possibilities. 
 
We are imperfect will be forgiven though why 
we were made imperfect why we have to be 
tested why the world was strewn with traps hard 
to say would be cruel hateful some times the 
father must chastise the child but should he 
torment the child first then chastise it for its 
being tormented hope to find the answers to 
these questions. 
 
In the night a dream devil said leave said beg to 
be let out but I stated in my contract should I beg 
to leave it will be the devil not me I am glad the 
struggle has begun so soon. 
 
Asked the Devil why he punishes evil if he is the 
enemy of God stupid question for how can one 

get the correct answer from the Devil will tell 
you anything whereas God will tell you nothing 
he is not a whisper not a voice nearer than one’s 
own soul made from the very substance of God 
known without voice if one lets it be known. 
 
Patience is necessary in one’s vow for in that one 
shall keep one’s soul. 
 
Many demons only one entity divine indivisible 
has become flesh as the son not the father saints 
are not gods have the essence of the holy live 
forever plead our case.  
 
Fear I know so little might commit great error 
best not to think simply obey do what betters tell 
us though they can be false too lead us into error 
but it is error to question error not to.  
 
Must sacrifice the body if need so martyr 
ourselves others will follow ask the question 
whether right or wrong question whether vanity 
though vanity and sincerity not tests of truth tests 
of character.  
 
To be correct and vain fate worse than any other 
revels in adulation truly beyond reproach if one 
allows others to steal the acclaim all such 
benefits in this world heaped upon them will be 
taken in next all the more painful.  
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Seek a vision to confirm for all that next world is 
true though confirmation may itself be devil in 
disguise and believe is the test without 
confirmation a torture beyond which may also be 
a desire to establish by contrast the greater glory 
and glory seeking is vanity.  
 
It is these confusions I fear are errors should 
eradicate them for God made us loves us keeps 
and if a wretch like me can be made aware others 
will be blessed. 
 

    
 
Only the devil seems to know I am here I am not 
safe there is no safety that is safe to be safe is to 
be lost that is attachment not good for all is 
impermanent forever lost life everlasting ever 
after all there is never life before. 
 
Those who say it is wrong are idolatrous with 
gods as statues where our statues are but saints 
the Holy Mother Son of God all cycles forever 
how can we be certain? 
 
I age for certain but no certainty thought it would 
increase without distraction vanity to wonder 
how I look it matters not how I look will forget 
how I looked.  
 
My hands are not clean so much dirt comes in 
through the holes unless I am dirt I am dust 
corrupt evil what I see in the dark maybe 
uncertainty for certain are these my wounds my 
sufferings my signs growing fingernails that I 
bite and chew my wounds I do to myself out of 
vanity to become symbol evoke faith in others it 
is vain must be hidden away forgotten it is all for 
me this hellish privilege will save only me not 
what I intended. 
 
Waking in the night do not know which night 
mark my days by entries here I fear making 

entries all errors not the thing my thoughts about 
the thing lead me to errors have no one to judge 
do not trust own judgment one word a day all I 
can trust one true word a day and aeons fall 
between. 
 
Perhaps it is trust in my judgment I seek do not 
know hope for enlightenment know poverty lack 
of attachment to world is path reduce you to 
nothing but fear and helplessness.  
 
Not poor not unattached am fed should starve to 
enlightenment what that is do not know allowed 
this because did not know because asked too 
much because only one authority could trust 
would be met here should be release from prison 
of existence not unlike prisons of world where 
men become angry bitter know only fear 
isolation and escape for home live in nightmares 
hoping to be home knowing no home cannot go 
back in their eyes what God must see feel for our 
suffering is his made by him suffers as his 
creation suffers as his creation is of him but not 
him. 
 
Euphoria happiness ecstasy in the light of the 
Lord desire by other means desire not to have 
desire is desire and lust not far from being desire 
and desire not far from being lust meaningless 
here no worse than anything else created for us 
stolen by us a forbidden fruit in the garden 
offered in paradise this lust for enlightenment 
this desire to bask in the glory the light the 
virgins the music only in Hell lust is denied 
pleasure is denied. 
 

    
 
Pleasure a distraction from power glory truth ask 
so much answered so little sacrifice so much but 
should not feel the sacrifice that is attachment 
vanity a claim on specialness we are nothing 
special humility saving grace. 
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All every little thing special looked upon not a 
soul unaccounted for folly to think one can ever 
know the truth be at one with the all powerful all 
seeing all knowing eye the minds eye ego’s eye 
therefore false for there can be no ego. 
 
All feelings that saints and wise men claim to be 
bliss but lust even lust for pain suffering is but 
lust am straying into error upon error wonder 
why so hard for me so easy for unquestioning 
others who will die for this kill for this care not 
for thought only what moves their heart their 
passions they know to be right all seems so 
wrong. 
 
My plate is empty have I eaten was it ever filled 
is not clean dry stuck with crust of dried juice 
licked to see and there it is the faint flavour lust 
after more not what should be happening should 
be taken from me cried out in the night one night 
long time ago perhaps they should not feed me 
let me fast then return with small tasteless 
morsels sustain me not enough to satiate me 
satisfy me be forever hungry help one strive to 
achieve ultimate goal without need of temporal 
things of dead animals to sustain us but then 
these others were there for us look like they feel 
must be the devils work came as a snake not a 
temptress normally not condemned as some 
beasts cloven hoofed beasts evil beasts too were 
made part of everything the scheme the plan the 
will the intention beyond my comprehension in 
error again. 
 

  
 
They have changed my carers they do not 
whisper my name glance by the hole in the wall 
a brief shadow then go cannot know if they even 
remember I am here I should not care I required 
this needed it have it am grateful for my errors 
will not harm them. 
 

This may be some time since my last entry it is a 
day in the book time stretches contracts mark it 
by the entries mark it by the food trays told them 
to send them at irregular intervals so that I do not 
count on them so that the fear of absolute 
poverty of starvation of being totally alone will 
help me concentrate on what is left the only truth.  
 
They might have accepted that it was the devil 
that spoke told them not to trust what I said 
suddenly they trusted they too are controlled by 
the devil maybe God who created everything his 
jailor there to punish the evil have said this 
before or thereabouts have no new thoughts 
thankfully hungry read the last words those are 
the devils not mine surely not mine hunger is a 
taskmaster whipping me on only the one thought 
whereas his son took away everyone else’s sins 
he only took away my last meal. 
 
No new thoughts the end is obtaining absolute 
wisdom oneness knowledge time unchanging 
timeless truth same forever only here do things 
change in an instant forever the truth the lack of 
truth consistency ever ongoing process that 
scientists speak of the reiterations cascades of 
numbers energies that can do nothing but burst 
into flame again and again rumble on 
thunderously forever into the cold flat empty 
black light of no time no place until mind 
comprehends then what light snuffs out again 
awake in the dark again sleep in the light?  
 
A noise pulsing blood in my own veins the 
drains of the monastery remember where they 
are should have chosen to be blindfolded taken 
somewhere unknown maybe I was I am 
dreaming but kidnapped held hostage forgotten 
details the pain too great so here with the 
scriptures only in them longing and struggle and 
war and plague but a shadow of the true book 
written in God’s mind unquestionable by those 
who have no authority to question it but it will 
yield the answer reveal secrets yet it has not. 
 
Prayers silent whispering words become nothing 
fall asleep am asleep have always been asleep 
wonder in the darkness if I ever awake did not 
feel that I could be unless at one with everything.  
 
This was more than for myself was wrong selfish 
no compassion accuse myself judge myself judge 
those who bring me my tray those who do not 
bring me my tray should leave judging to others 
should but kneel and wish for better things for 
everyone for that is what all the prayers in the 
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world sound like wishes for better things for 
health wealth pain free days not to be forsaken 
left without hope yet it all seems more hopeless 
relying on prayers cook my own dinner if I did 
not have others to rely on who are not there any 
more do not listen to my prayers. 
 
Had to count the entries felt a need so few 
dreamt I had made many perhaps someone 
comes in my sleep takes them away removes the 
errors leaves only the errors for me to correct 
cannot correct them they take my corrected 
errors away for they too are errors do they 
remove the errors or leave the errors do they 
know which is which why do they not tell me? 
 
I am thankful they are considering me enough to 
remove the errors of my ways cannot be alone 
whether they are there or not should not leave me 
alone here one should find all that one truly 
needs in the air they would have me breath 
despite it not being what I would call air. 
 
Been looking for my pencil for some time do not 
know how I lost it for when I found it was where 
I must have put it in the dark again miss the light 
always seems dark try to stay awake for the light 
then it comes but the light will go as the dark 
will my thoughts run away from me. 
 
Noticed confusion wonder if in confusion the 
thing I seek speaks why it should speak I do not 
know speak or give visions is not all the world 

can be not all the all of creation can be must be 
something beyond in the numbers count my days 
they are my days. 
 
This is wrong should have no attachments to 
time or place have been writing Day when it was 
Night not correct what I seek is truth reality then 
does it matter if it is light or dark am no longer 
attached to such things might be good but 
attachment to non-attachment is attachment the 
same attachment I must not exist must let what it 
is be what it is must accept the darkness the last 
brick in the wall the last sound the end of it all 
building on the bridge of the world when all else 
is unknown. 
 
Do not know the words that are words that are 
but sounds that are no sounds that are merely 
written privilege given to written words is wrong 
and to be spoken is wrong and to all sounds all 
sights but this is wrong and being is 
incommunicable making progress in the dark in 
the night in the day without voice without 
opening of lips directly to the soul. 
 
Pencil worn out finished one word one year one 
year ten years no word good enough no mark 
blank black sheet forever no more one more one 
more truth lie know not good enough never 
enough never sharper always blunter one sharp 
stab forever blunter snapping shaving till gone 
forever no marker to mark with. 
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                                                YEAR ∅∅∅∅ Book 
 
5# 29 Jobs and a million lies  Jenn Topper 
                                                                                      
 
So, that title...it's a little mainstream, innit?                    
 
If I was scared of sounding mainstream, I wouldn't be 

a corporate sellout now, would I? And there's no such 

thing as sounding mainstream, it doesn't make any 

sense. It's a terrible tag for an undefined category 

which I'm not sure is even a legitimate category. 

I mean, Last Exit to Brooklyn sounds mainstream and 

indeed it turned out to be quite mainstream, but it 

is the most subversive story written in words. If I 

focused my artistic energy on sounding subversive 

then it takes that much energy away from the 

message, which to me is what counts, not the title.  

  

Is this completely autobiographical? 

 

Totally autobiographical. 29 Jobs and a Million Lies are the stories I experienced as a serial job-jumper for 

a ten-year period, complete with failure, success, and a shitload of humiliation. For my own sanity I had to 

poke fun at myself and the stupid-ass decisions I made and then realized that it actually is kind of funny; 

and that after 10 years of behaving like an asshole, it actually makes a good story. Starting out working at 

Troma, Inc. trying to sell B-horror movies to international film distributors and squatting in a hotel for the 

Cannes Film Festival actually segues to starting an independent record label for a now nonexistent genre, 

New York Hardcore. 

After the bankruptcy court discharged $40k in debt over the course of my years at failing to "make it" in 

that business I worked for free as a chef at Po, Mario Batali's restaurant in the West Village before he sold 

it and became quite the rockstar. Then I went to graduate school and got my Master's in International 

Relations. Then I went back to cooking. There are about 20 more "thens" and here I am, tattooed all over 

and covered up in a suit working for a law firm. 

 
Is it completely true? 
 
Yes, painfully, ridiculously, absurdly true. 
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Have you embellished upwards or downwards [I mean, have you purposefully portrayed yourself as 
a failure to get reader sympathy]? 
 
There's nothing sympathetic about my character/me in the book. I mean, you can feel sorry, but there's too 

much stupid decision-making I made for anyone to feel sympathy. Let's face it, I behaved like a spoiled, 

impetuous kid and got what I deserved--slapped around in shitty jobs with expectations that were higher 

than anyone could attain. I was totally unfocused, with no preparation for discipline or a long term view, 

realistically. That's what makes it funny in kind of a slapstick way.  

 
  
In the book you start a record label. Ever thought of going back? 
 
I never seem to learn the lesson that turning a passion into a job is just plain wrong. I did it with movies, 

music, and cooking, and it all turned out miserable and me, broke. I made emotional decisions in the music 

business, not long term business decisions. So if I was to do it again, I'd probably do the same thing. It's all 

about keeping it real--a favorite adage of the 1990s--but I still feel that way.  

  

You're proactively independent. What's the point? 

 
It's in my blood. Conformity hurts my soul. Ups to the underdog and the fish swimming upstream. I can't 

help it. I've learned that most people are sheep and endlessly follow, follow, follow. I cannot 

constitutionally behave in that manner. 

  

You're a Year Zero member. What have they got that the other kids don't? 

 
The commitment to independence is rare. Combine that with talent, creativity, and passion, and there is 

a cosmic harmony there that you just won't find elsewhere. I'm not a joiner, by nature. But to join 

something that doesn't make it feel like a club is the key to the success of any venture. I fucking hate clubs. 

Year Zero is a collective, not a publishing company, and that is a vital distinction. 

  

And you do readings too, right? Don't you think actors should be doing this for you? 

 

I do think actors ought to be doing readings. But I am an excellent actor, in addition to the other 29 jobs 

I've engaged in. I really should have been an actor, above it all. So I have no problem reading fiction. I will 

say that there are many writers who should stay the hell away from reading their own stuff. 

 

One more thing: that title… 

 

Oh fuck off, Oli. It is what it is, to quote Bobby D. 
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                                                              YEAR  ∅∅∅∅ EVENT  

YEAR  ∅∅∅∅ had its first gig the other week. 

 
We’re holding a series of them across London and some other parts of the UK, so we can spread some kind 
of word about our books. 
 
Here’s the poster: 
 
 

                                          
 
 
Nice pic. That was drawn by Sarah Melville. She did this issues cover too. 
 
The gig was held on February 4th at Rough Trade Records, Brick Lane, London. I’m not sure why 
I’m writing the address as it’s already over. But maybe we’ll go back and perform there again… 
 
So, at the gig were the following: 
 
Daisy Anne Gree, Dan Holloway, Marc Nash, Penny Jane Goring and Larry Harrison. 
 
Only one of these is under 35 years old, but that’s okay, they say old people have more to write about 
anyway.  
 
Is that true? 
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There were also some bands playing…up and coming bands in the UK apparently, though I’m not sure if 
that was their promotion or someone else’s. 
 
Whatever, who gives a shit about music. That’s everywhere.  
 
But writers…well, I guess they’re everywhere too.  
 
Here’s a picture of some Year Zeroes: 
 

                                         
 
There’s Doctor Who on the left, Jack Straw in the middle, and the lovely Daisy Anne Gree on the 
right. She looks a bit wacky, right? 
 
Well, here she is reading for the crowd. At one point she says, ‘shuck dick’ instead of ‘suck dick’, which 
didn’t get any kind of reaction at all. Strange. 
 

         
 
Okay, this photo is a little blurry, but you can see paper and a mic and Daisy, so you get the idea. The dude 
on the right is the loopy son of Allen Ginsberg, and, yes, that’s Marg Helgenberger next to him. 
 
All in all, I heard it went well. I wouldn’t know for sure as I’m in Hong Kong, but I don’t see why they 
would lie. I guess my shoddy presentation on these two pages doesn’t help much, but I don’t really know 
what I’m doing layout-wise. Sorry. 
 
The next gig is at To Hell with Books somewhere in London. It’s on Feb 23rd. Actually, by the time 
you read this, you might’ve missed that one too.   
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Ramblings of a Hooker in 

Paradise 
 Jenn topperJenn topperJenn topperJenn topper    
 
 
 

       
 
 
It’s not long before Hollywood eats you up. I’m 
not talking about the mean old streets of Skid 
Row. I’m talking about the illuminati—the 
cultural icons and full-on celebrities—and their 
destitute souls who sink into the denial of a 
spiritual compass. Excess for these people 
doesn’t exist. They own it all, they want more, 
and they take it right out of our hands.  
I am a hooker. I’m a spiritual person, and I 
believe in G-d. I’ve tried all kinds of gods—
Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Pagan—but it doesn’t 
matter to me. G-d is G-d. Sunday mornings are 
my time off, and I attend services somewhere. 
Being in a house of G-d, even when surrounded 
by the haughty Hollywood bloodsuckers, is my 
respite. You may think it’s contradictory or even 
insincere for a woman who fucks for money to 
follow the scriptures and the word. Your 
judgment doesn’t account for my faith; and 
likewise, I don’t pass judgment on the hijinx.  
Many years ago I realized the beauty of faith 
when I got called to the set for The Last 
Temptation of Christ. I thought it was a joke, but 

I was 15 and did what my pimp told me to. After 
my job was over I stumbled out of the trailer 
with a fistful of cash and stole a script on my 
way out. On the bus back into town I read the 
script and thought of whichever character just 
fucked me—Judas? Jesus? Or just one of the 
apostles? 
They called me back often, and I fucked just 
about every member of that cast during shooting.  
Whichever character it was, there was one who 
was usually still in dress and so I couldn’t help 
but imagine myself as Mary Magdalene. I was 
no Barbara Hershey, but there was something 
transcendental about the experience. Now it 
wasn’t easy. Most of these guys were originally 
from Brooklyn—Harvey Keitel, Willem Dafoe, 
Paul Herman, Paul Greco, Victor Argo (though I 
think he’s from the Bronx)—so in character or 
out, they weren’t convincing as dudes from 2000 
years ago roaming Nazareth. But something 
about the whole environment seemed to work for 
me. 
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Nevertheless, it sparked an interest in me to 
pursue a higher purpose that had little or nothing 
to do with fucking for a living. The two are 
separate. So I’ve watched these celebrities come 
and go—so to speak. Excuse the puns, but when 
they’re on top, they want to reach so low into 
soulless depths that they lose themselves in 
depravity. When they start to go downhill is 
when they start reaching for the spiritual heights 
and that’s when I start seeing them at services.  
Take Hugh Grant for example. He was at the 
peak of his career. When he got caught down the 
street from me busting a nut for the sweet Divine 
Brown on Sunset Strip, he couldn’t have been 
more morally corrupt. Now that he’s nowhere 
near his celebrity apex, he’s a fucking saint. I see 
this pattern all the time, but it doesn’t shake my 
own faith in the universe as a balanced place 
with justice usually overcoming evil.  But 
honestly, it was so cliché and gratuitous it was as 
if it were a planned PR stunt. It wouldn’t be 
beyond Hollywood’s puppeteers to pull such an 
exploit. Yet a little time goes by; Hugh acts 
pious and serves up an apology via another 
celebrity venue and gives some dough to an 
AIDS charity, and he’s on his way. 
 

     
 
I have to confess that I tried to get on the set of 
Passion of the Christ to try to reclaim some of 
that bliss and I know it sounds stupid—a hooker 
going to a movie set for spiritual guidance. But I 
have to say, just hanging around there, in 
between jobs, you know, I was inspired and felt 
heartened again.  Even though I’m not in the 

mainstream entertainment business, per se, I 
should get spiritual credit for finding solace 
anywhere, right? Well, let’s just say the set was a 
much different situation than Last Temptation. I 
mean, there were actual priests on the set, 
evangelicals or whatever.  
I have a few thoughts about this. First, my bank 
account increased fivefold while working on the 
set. Some nasty shit, too. But second is that these 
people were taking themselves so much more 
seriously. Ok, there were more historical 
references that stayed true. Like, no Brooklyn 
accents in Jerusalem. But then I questioned my 
judgment on what makes one movie more 
“realistic” than another?  No one has captured 
the essence of sex workers in a fictional movie 
because we’re all different. So who even knows 
how to portray Jesus? It’s ridiculous.  
 

       
 
So back to my point. I don’t want you to think 
I’m righteous or judgmental—though in a way I 
have to say, some of the behavior of the loftiest 
celebrities boggles my mind. I’m not saying that 
if these people saw the light they would behave 
any differently. Excess begets excess.  And I 
don’t want to add to the litany of Hollywood 
hooker stories, of which there have been so many 
nothing surprises me anymore.  
And that’s what I mean about the illuminati of 
Hollywood. They tell us what is real, they take 
the truth, and they make their own moral rules. 
But without it, I’d be out of work. That’s why I 
had to create my own moral compass and draw 
up my own rules in faith. I have faith that I won’t 
catch gonorrhea again. I have faith that I’ll never 
have to fuck John Travolta again. I’ve made a 
good living off the celebs, quietly, discreetly, 
with few perks. As long as I have my Sunday 
mornings off for services, I’m good. 
I eventually hit 30 years old so the sets didn’t 
want me anymore and my ratings plummeted 
among the celebrities. More often than not I 
never even saw them anyway. Just face down in 
the pillow and what’s done is done; money’s on 
the nightstand, now get the fuck outta here.  No 
different than any other john. 
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                                Journey to the end of the night…in HONG KONG.  
[Каждое время вы идете вне в Гонконг вы встречаете клоуна. Так не пойдите 
вне.] 
                                                   

       
 
Man, I think I fucked a schoolgirl.  
 
Well, I’m pretty sure she was a schoolgirl. I saw 
pictures of her in the uniform and it kinda looked 
like she was in a school so maybe she was a 
schoolgirl.  
 
Man, she was a schoolgirl. I might as well admit 
it if I’m gonna write about it with any kind of 
truth. Yes, she’s a schoolgirl, but she’s not 
anything I can go to prison for. She’s nineteen, 
so she said. I guess I didn’t ask for ID or 
anything, and she does still go to school, but she 
said there was a reason for that. She said she was 
from the mainland and came to Hong Kong 
when she was 12 so she had to go backwards a 
bit. So now she’s in form five, trying to go to 
form six, whatever that means. I don’t know, 
does that sound convincing? 
 
And how did it all happen? I’m not sure, man. I 
was living my usual life on the couch, watching 
a couple of shows on TV. 24 was ending, so was 
Heroes, and I was watching a couple of them, 
and... 
 
On a side note, man, what the fuck is the point of 
Sylar? I don’t really get what they’re doing with 
him. In the last one I saw he was trying to 
become President, but to do this, for some reason, 
he had to spend all his time in the office of that 
other guy, the one with the square head who 
can’t do anything but fly. I don’t really know 
what he was doing there and why he was doing it 
for so long in that office…maybe less time had 
passed on screen than off…is that possible? 
Maybe he was only in there for five minutes total. 
I don’t know, but he killed the flying guy and 
I’m kinda glad he did. I was bored of that guy in 
season one, but they kept him going even though 
the only thing he could do was fly. I know I 

wouldn’t stick around if I was that guy. I’d go 
and get another job, maybe a movie or 
something. But I guess he was too comfortable 
or something. I mean, he could stay there, do 
some flying now and again, and get paid. It’s not 
the hardest work in the world.  
 
Anyway, the schoolgirl... I met her on some 
website, not myspace, the other one, the one 
where they’re usually lonely and will fuck you 
on the first night. I can’t remember the name, but 
if you’re feeling shit then I guess it’s a decent 
place to go. That’s what I did anyway, and I did 
feel kinda like a king for a while. I guess it 
doesn’t look so good to be saying all this, to be 
seen like this from the outside, but Oli tells me 
that not many people read this anyway, so fuck it, 
I might as well write something truthful. 
 
So, we talked online for a while and I repeated 
everything I usually say to these women, and it 
seemed to work again. After about a month, she 
came round to my place and we were on the 
couch and I kinda did my usual moves and she 
said no, but it wasn’t a real no, it was really a yes, 
and I pushed a little harder…not that I’m a rapist 
or anything, but I can’t help pushing hard 
sometimes…and she changed like I knew she 
would and we fucked in the bath. It was a bit 
weird at first, I mean I knew she was nineteen, 
but she was good at fucking in the bath so I 
didn’t stop it or anything. I guess most guys like 
the idea of fucking a schoolgirl…I’m not sure 
why it’s allowed as a fantasy, it’s kinda weird to 
say you want to fuck someone that young, but it 
is allowed so, whatever, it’s probably not that 
bad a thing.  
 
But the bad part was, after another week and a 
few more fucks, she started to get bored of me. I 
mean, I can’t be sure, but I think she was fucking 
other guys from that website. I have no proof, 
but I’ve got a pretty good radar for this kind of 
thing. And what it means is I’ve got no 
schoolgirl to fuck anymore and no Sylar to watch. 
I don’t know, life just seems pretty shit 
sometimes. 
 
Nikolai Stavrogin
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Donald Barthelme goesgoesgoesgoes    to church, 2to church, 2to church, 2to church, 2ndndndnd floor. floor. floor. floor. 
 
                                                                      Oli Johns 
 
[BEGINNING NOTE:  The only two things Barthelme ever loved about churches: the Dominance and 
the architecture.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…I sit on the bus, near the back. There’s only one person behind me, but she isn’t looking my way so I put 
my head against the window and think of the thing ahead of me, the thing I’m sending myself into, the 
people I don’t like. 
 
The bus stops. The window shoves me in the head. 
North Point. Grubby buildings flanking one long road.  
Some people get off. The bus goes on. 
 
…them…they’ll smell me out straight away, they’ll be waiting, not even drinking, and they’ll say hey, 
how’s it going, but really they’ll be wanting to get down to it, to the divide, the thing between us…the 
fight… 
 
The bus stops again. Outside there’s the green and white of the Hang Seng bank. Two old hags are standing 
next to it. 
 
The possible lives of the two old hags… 
 
[What? They’ve been there for a few minutes only. Before they were somewhere else. Where? 
They came from a teahouse, some shitty local place where they know the owner or one of the-
…] 
 
The bus moves past the supermarket. The place I’ve been told to get off. 
 
I get off. 
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Shit, they’re close now. Before, with Chad on the phone, I could hear them in the background, lots of noise, 
lots of Christian noise… 
 
I wipe my head. Is it hot here? Is it just me? I look around at the other people on the street. They seem fine. 
No one fanning their shirt or wiping their head. Shit, just me. Anxiety. No, heat…it’s heat, isn’t it? I mean, 
shit, it’s Hong Kong, it’s not cold… 
 
I stand outside the supermarket. My friend isn’t there. 
 
He’ll help me, won’t he? 
 
What I know of Chad… 
 
[Blonde. American. Does the same work-out as the US marines. Or is it the Navy Seals? Shit, 
I don’t know. One of the two. Strong. Married. Had his own business at twenty. College 
drop-out. Younger than me. Republican. Is that right? I mean, is that the one on the right or 
the left? Right, isn’t it? Democrats are left. So, he’s right. On the right. He doesn’t like 
Obama. He said he wouldn’t care if some nut shot him. Is that ok to say? He doesn’t like the 
poor. Does he? He believes anyone has the chance to better themselves, even if they are in a 
slum. Is that what he said? I think that’s what he said.] 
 
                                Shit, Chad. He’s a christian, but he’s ok. As long as you behave.  
 
No, you have to argue. 
 
                                And no talk of religion. Let it go. You don’t even want to. 
 
My phone rings. It’s Chad, he’s coming. Two minutes. 
 
They’re there, it’s a nest, they’re predators with smiles. They want to embarrass you. That’s how you 
convert, embarrassment. They know the book, you don’t. You only know what Hitchins and Russell told you, 
and, shit, what do they know? Were they in any seminary? No, they just read it and made notes. And they 
know the notes, you don’t. You don’t know shit. You’ve just got someone else’s opinions. Fraud. 
 
I wipe my head again. It’s hot, it has to be. 
 
                                Don’t panic, man. They’re christians. Harmless things. They won’t humiliate you, they 

don’t know how. 
  
No, they know. Arm yourself, man. Start repeating those opinions because you’re gonna need them. Even if 
they’re not yours, fuck it, they’ll do. They’ll have to. 
 
What I remember of the proofs… 
 
[The ontological proof – god created everything because…he created the world and the plants 
and animals because…was this it? He created everything…he created…shit, he created…if he 
created everything then he had to be real…had to exist because…because…what else could have 
created it? Was that it? Ontological…what the fuck did that mean anyway? His mind? Shit, 
think…not his mind, it’s…it’s something else…what is it? It’s…no wait, that isn’t it. That’s the 
other one…the tele...what was it…telelogical? The telelogical-…] 
 
Someone says something to my back. I turn and see Chad. 
“Hey man.” 
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“Hey, where have you been?” 
 
                                Don’t panic, it’s fine. It’s just a church. Just people. No one’s gonna make you recite 

the ontological proof. 
 
Bullshit. They’re gonna put you on the rack, man. On the fucking rack. You better know something. You 
better have something. Ontological, televisual…whatever the fuck it is, you better have it. 
 
“You think I have time for a quick beer?” 
Chad doesn’t say no so I walk into the supermarket and pick up a tall San Mig. I drink it on the way. 
 
                                You don’t need it, but, whatever. It won’t hurt. 
 
One beer ain’t gonna fix shit. 
 
We walk for two minutes then stop outside a glassed building. It looks like an office. 
“Here it is,” Chad says. 
 
The Church in the office 
 
[There is a guard at the bottom, just like in an office block. 
There are four elevators, two on either side, just like an office block. 
There is a gold-plated menu on the wall, listing all the companies on all the floors, just like… 
The church is on the second floor.] 
 
We get off. 
There is a screen straight ahead with a giant word on it: 
 

                                                        FUSE 
 
There are Christians to the left. 
Lots of Christians. A hundred, two hundred, shit… 
No, not that many. Fifty, seventy-five maybe. 
Seventy-five Christians. one atheist. 
I walk into them and listen: 
 
                                                                                             The Christians talk about work, about the buffet 

on the tables, the doritos, the weather outside, it 
isn’t as hot now, is it? The last weekend, what 
they all did, the yachts in Sai Kung, did you go? 
The opening of CLASSIFIED in Soho, the way 
the party started inside then moved onto the patio 
outside, the preacher, Tim, have you met Tim? 
His past, his style of sermon, his music, he plays 
guitar, you know? Yeah? Yeah, he’s playing it 
now, it’s very good, music in general, other 
things… 

 
 
Hello, my name is ATHEIST. 
I don’t know if you can tell, but I’m an ATHEIST. 
ATHEISM, what do you think? 
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I stand near Chad not talking to anyone. The Christians are looking at me. They know. 
 

You know this is silly, don’t you? They’re looking at you because you’ve just entered 
the room. Come on, you’re being irrational, you’ve known christians before. This is 
no different. 

 
This is very different. You are you, they are them. You’re alone. They don’t like you. They want to humiliate 
you. Or something wants to humiliate you. Damn, think of the numbers. They’re an army. You’re one. Arm 
yourself. Tool up. You will have to fight. You fucking coward. 
 
There is a stage on the other side of the room. A Christian woman is standing alone, tuning a violin.  
 
I wipe my head. Ontological proof. Ontological proof. If god created everyth-…no, if god was first…that’s 
it, if god was first then…then he…then what? Who created god? Before him…who made him, yes, first 
creation…first cause. The first fucking cause. Gotcha. 
 
I look around the room and try to count up the Christians. One, two, five, seventy something… 
A Christian in a grey t-shirt comes up to the microphone on stage and tells us all to sit down. 
I follow Chad to some seats near the back. 
I wait for one of the Christians to sit next to me on the other side. No one does. 
 
                                See, the seats aren’t full, there aren’t that many here. Nothing to be afraid of, right? 
 
They don’t sit next to you because they know. They know you’re no good. And even if they do sit there, what 
are you gonna do? Nothing. Just like that other church you went to. Coward. 
 
The Christian woman on stage starts playing her violin. It’s awful. A retching, drawn-out whine. 
The other Christians play their instruments. Bass, keyboard, drums.  
The Christian in the grey t-shirt sings about Grace and being saved by the one who died for him. 
I push my chair back a few inches and wipe my head. 
The Christian sitting in front of me gets to his feet, puts one arm in the air and sings ‘Grace, My Saviour.’ 
 
              

                                       
 
 
What putting one arm in the air and singing ‘Grace, my Saviour’ will lead to [the 
projection of a very anxious, atheist man]… 
 
[It starts in a church then moves to the street. The man, plain, no beard, primary colour on 
his shirt, will sing to himself. He won’t wait for music. He won’t care who hears or sees him. 
He will sit on the bus and do it again. He will try to get the person sitting next to him to do it 
too. He’ll talk to them about the bible. He’ll start with the new testament. One of the jesus 
stories. The stranger will get angry and try to move seats. The man will remember it. He’ll do 
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it again, on another bus, or in a shop. He’ll be angrier this time, but will call it determination 
or mission. He’ll reference the old testament. One of the harsher stories, but still moral. The 
old man, and the children calling him names. The rampaging bear. The new stranger will tell 
the man to fuck off. The man will shout for something, ‘salvation’ perhaps. Then he will go 
home. He will watch TV. He will see programmes with whores and crime and killings and 
will feel sick. He will try to remember unconditional love, but it won’t be strong enough to 
overpower the sickness. He will buy a gun. He will tell god what he must do. He won’t wait 
for a response. He will go to the busiest street and open fire. People will die. He won’t care. 
They are sinners. Akamalites. No good.] 
 
The music stops. The Christian in the grey t-shirt tells everyone his name is Tim. 
He repeats a prayer he knows. 
Then he preaches. 
 
 It starts with swine flu. People in 

Hong Kong wearing masks. He 
never wears a mask. A joke about 
coughing and then shaking 
someone’s hand. The Christians 
laugh. The Christian in front who 
will one day open fire on a busy 
street laughs. Tim continues: “I 
wanna tell you guys about an 
awesome dude called Paul. Or saul. 
He becomes Paul later. So, this guy, 
he hated Christians. Man, did he 
hate them. He killed them and 
tortured them and did, you know, 
the most evil, hideous stuff to these 
guys…I mean, HE HATED THEM. 
They were like vermin to him. But 
then…something happened. The 
disciples happened. Now, the bible 
doesn’t really tell us how long he 
was with them, it just says 
something about ‘a while in their 
company’, but I’m gonna go out on 
a limb and guess maybe seven days. 
Or maybe more, ten days. Let’s say 
ten days, just so we have a number. 
So, Paul or saul spends ten days 
with these guys and then…you 
know what he does? He goes into a 
synagogue and he preaches to the 
jews about Jesus Christ the Saviour. 
That’s right. The jews, the guys 
who killed Christ, who hated and 
tortured and killed Christians…he 
tells them they’re wrong. And the 
most amazing thing is…all this 
happened after ten days. Ten days 
with the disciples, that’s all. Think 
about that.” Tim pauses and looks 
around the room. “TEN DAYS, 
MAN. TEN DAYS.” 
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The only atheist left in the world… 
 
[I sit next to my Christian friend.  
Next to him is another Christian. 
Behind us is a row of chairs being used by Christians. 
They’ve got the rear. 
In front of me are five rows of Christians. 
On the other side of the room are seven long rows of Christians. 
the atheist is surrounded. Sweating on his face, his back, his arms. 
Tim looks around the room, scanning for me. 
He’s talking about saul or Paul, but he’s really looking for me. 
He’s gonna point me out. 
There’s gonna be a light on me.  
They’ll drag me on stage. 
“atheist,” he’ll say. “Let’s debate.” 
I tremble. I don’t want to speak. 
“The ontological proof, say it.”] 
 
I sit on my chair, frozen.  
The seven or so Christians in the row behind are staring into my back, watching each move I make. Each 
wipe of the head, each change of posture. 
I see a water machine over by the buffet table. 
I tell myself to go over. 
I can’t. 
 
                                Go over. 
 
No, you can’t. 
 
                                Don’t be dumb, just go. Stand up and go. 
 
You can’t fucking move. They’re watching you. 
 
I stay in my seat. 
I wipe my head and fan my shirt. 
Tim is still speaking on stage. 
 
                                                                                                                  He’s talking about speed-dating, and 

how this isn’t that kind of event. “If 
you wanna meet someone like that, 
a hot girl or guy then, that’s cool, 
you can do it after. But not now.” 
He laughs into the mic. 

 
     
The girls at the Christian speed-date [a brief distraction]… 
 
[The girl in front, two seats to the left. Orange vest top, no tits. Pretty face. Short. What 
would we talk about? 
The two western girls behind me. American voices, HK born? Ugly faces, chubby.  
The girl in front three seats to the right. Tall, white shirt, nice tits. Face looks mixed. 
Thai/American? Looks serious. The kind that goes to galleries. No fun? 
Girl on the other side. Chinese, tall. Pretty face. Dating the guy next to her?]  
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I run out of women and focus on Tim again. 
He’s talking about his time at the seminary. How he became what he is. 
 
What I know about seminaries… 
 
[The only thing I know about seminaries is that Alyosha went to one. I know he enjoyed it. I 
know he was close to the father, the one who died around page 400. Not his actual father. The 
other one, the priest. The one who was good at arguing. He argued with Ivan. I liked Ivan. I 
wanted him to win. Did he win?] 
 
Tim doesn’t make any references to Alyosha or Ivan. 
The Sermon continues. 
What was I thinking about? Alyosha, Ivan, women…and before? 
The Sermon. Tim. A room full of Christians. Seventy-five Christians. The seven Christians in the row 
behind watching my every move. 
I wipe my head and pull at my shirt. Where’s the fucking air-con? 
 
                                Don’t panic, you were relaxed a minute ago. Just drift, man. Drift along, follow 

random thoughts, whatever. Don’t think about where you are. Not in detail. 
                    
Seventy-five Christians, man. They’re still onto you. And they can see the panic…you know that, right? 
Yeah, they’re seeing it right now. They’re on you. They’re all over your fucking face. 
 
I wipe my head then my nose. 
 
 
[‘People who are acutely anxious often feign sickness, the most common fraud being a runny 
nose.’ Carl Jung, ‘An interrogation of anxiety within the anxious’, Kokoro no Setsumei journal, 
May 1879] 
 
 
I wipe my nose again and sniff.  
I watch Tim speak. 
He’s still there, speaking. They’re still behind me, watching. 
I’m a pig in a nest of anacondas. I’m a white man in a Taliban camp. I’m a…I’m a tiny thing in a pit full of 
big things with huge fucking teeth…I’m a different thing in a room full of same…and all the chairs are 
getting closer and if they touch me, if any of these cunts touch me I’m gonna scream…like a fucking 
banshee, I’ll scream, I swear to Christ… 
 
“Hey man, I’m gonna look for a tissue,” I tell Chad. 
He nods. 
I force myself up and walk to the water machine. 
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I ask the Christian behind the bar for a cup even though I can see where the cups are. 
He points to where I already know they are. 
I sniff and say thanks. 
He hands me a tissue. 
Thanks again. 
I get the water and sit on one of the couches near the bar. 
There’s cool air coming down from the ceiling.  
There’s no one behind me. 
I won’t go back to my seat. 
 
                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
The methodology [?] of the couch switch… 
 
[The Christians in front, near the stage, are a mass of seventy-five. They take up half the 
room. There are only inches between them. 
 
The atheist cannot exist amongst this mass. He might protest that he can, but he can’t. He 
must sit in the free space at the back. This gives him room to stretch out his non-belief. 
 
The Christian mass is non-rotational. They can turn, I suppose, but it is unnatural. 
 
This gives the atheist freedom of metaphysical space. Or space supposed by the mind. 
 
If the atheist is anxious, this space is even more crucial.] 
 
I sit on the couch at the back until the sermon is over. 
I sniff and wipe my nose for a while then stop. 
No one’s watching now. 
I look over at the exit. I can see it clearly.  
I can leave whenever I like. 
 
 
[END NOTE:  The greatest FEAR in the realm of all FEARS is not FEAR itself, wrote Barthelme at sea. 
It’s the FEAR my mind makes specifically for me. Also, apples.] 
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FILM PRETTY MUCH EVERYWHERE  
 

   
 

Green Zone ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗     Bourne is temporary, class is permanent? 
 
   It’s interesting, this film, if you look at it from inside Matt Damon’s head. I mean, I know we can’t ever 
know exactly what he’s thinking, but I think I might have a pretty good idea. Think about it. He’s famous 
from Bourne, he wrote the Will Hunting film so he’s a smart guy…Affleck wrote it too, and he’s got some 
smarts, but I figure Damon as being the prime mover…he’s a good actor, he plays well with the Clooney-
Pitt publicity dynamic…you know when they fuck around in the press conferences and never give a 
straight answer and Pitt calls Mel Gibson ‘Sugar tits’, that kind of thing? But Damon goes a little 
further…he’s getting a reputation as one of the best character actors out there, edging ahead of Clooney I’d 
say…Clooney’s good, but I don’t think he’s got the range Damon has…so, Damon, he’s smart, he’s 
making good films, he knows all the right directors, yet there’s one thing he can’t shake. Bourne. 
   I don’t know if it’s a huge problem, but as we’re in Damon’s head, we’ve gotta look at it skewed. It is a 
problem for him, as he’s trying to sustain his career…the rest of us don’t really give a shit if he comes or 
goes…I mean, I like the guy and his films, but it’s not like he can’t be replaced by the next guy in line…but 
for Damon, he’s seen what’s happening to Tom Cruise and he’s scared…he needs to be a Paul Newman, 
and the way Cruise is going downhill fast makes him think his own time might be cut short too…so, in his 
films, he has to keep it fresh, keep it different… 
   Now, in this film, he’s kinda fucked himself a little, and also been fucked by outside forces…and that’s 
the thing that Damon can’t control…I reckon he’s the type that gets off on the idea of dictating the course 
of his fame, just like I would if I ever got that far, but it’s also an anxiety for him…the idea that things can’t 
be controlled…that zippy chaos that someone like Jack Nic might get off on, I think that terrifies 
Damon…which is kind of ironic as that’s what got him in the hot seat in the first place, the happy accident 
of Good Will Hunting…well, I think it was an accident….didn’t Robin Williams find the script while he 
was on the shitter in Dennys? I don’t know, that might just be rumour…but back to Damon self-fucking… 
   Green Zone. He knew the director was gonna be Paul Greengrass, the same guy who did the last two 
Bournes. He knew the character would be a soldier, not identical but similar to Bourne. He knew he would 
have the same haircut as Bourne. He might not have known, but he probably should’ve, that the marketing 
team behind this film would use Bourne as much as they could…so, on the poster you get huge titles saying 
shit about the Bourne team reunited and a tagline saying Matt Damon is through with taking orders, just 
like Bourne. Although, to be fair, Bourne, didn’t really know he had any orders so he never had the chance 
to be through with taking them. But, in short, the similarities are glaring, and you have to wonder why 
Damon took this role. 
   I do actually have a theory why…it just came to me now, as I was writing that last line about Matt 
Damon not taking orders…see, what if Damon is sick of people asking for a Bourne 4 so to pre-empt it 
he’s making this one to act like a replica Bourne 4, which will calm people down for a while, and maybe, if 
the film does badly, it will make them stop asking for another Bourne…then he’s a free bird. Is Damon 
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capable of this kind of manipulation? I don’t know, but I think he’s thinking about it pretty much every 
day…how to stay on top, how to be Paul Newman, how to survive his 40s etc… 
   Okay, I should mention the film, I guess…and yes, I have seen it…I know I’ve gone on a bit about 
Damon’s motivation, but I find the whole psychology of being a star interesting…and, fuck it, it’s relevant 
to the film in a way…follow me and I’ll explain…if you’re still reading… 
   If you don’t know the plot, Matt Damon is a soldier in Iraq who’s given orders to go find the WMDs that 
started the whole thing…the film is set just after the statue of Saddham has been vandalised, 2003, I 
think…so Damon starts the film in the Green Zone, which doesn’t actually have that much green, but is as 
safe as safe can be in a war-zone, and he has to go outside the Green Zone to find the shit that never really 
existed in the first place…so he goes, and he meets a lot of nasty people, and rubs up against Jason Isaacs 
as a superior officer with a huge moustache…seriously, it’s bigger than you’re expecting, and I don’t know 
how long it took Isaacs to grow it, but I can see why he did…you remember him even more because of it, 
and it makes Damon look ordinary, which is what Isaacs must’ve been aiming for…I mean, if we dip inside 
his head for a minute then you see how he’s been pissing about in bit-parts for the last ten years and this is 
his chance to show what he’s got…he was even in some piece of shit BBC series a couple of years back 
and that just won’t get him anywhere…so when he got the call for this, he couldn’t just be any soldier, he 
had to make himself stand out, and he does. Huge moustache. 
   Anyway, back to Damon…he drives around the scummier parts of Baghdad and tortures some people a 
little, and gets tortured in return and eventually finds out there are no WMDs…I don’t think this is really a 
spoiler as we all knew this anyway, and why else would he not take orders anymore? It’s fucking obvious, 
so I don’t feel bad at all about saying it, and it happens halfway through anyway, so there’s still another 
half of the film I haven’t ruined…so, Damon gets pissed off and you think he’s gonna use his Bourne skills 
now…but he doesn’t, he can’t, because of what I said earlier…he doesn’t want to be Bourne. And this is 
the paradox of his character: He’s clearly Bourne, but at the same time he’s not Bourne. He’s schizophrenic. 
One scene he’s beating the shit out of some Iraqi guy, the next scene he’s getting beaten by Isaacs…there’s 
no consistency in the beatings, which might be realistic in a way, but it’s also confusing…can he do 
Bourne-fu or can’t he? Yes he can, but then no, he can’t. 
   I don’t know how much of this is down to Damon and how much is down to Greengrass, or how much is 
down to the studios even…I know they want Bourne 4 because when do they ever give a shit about 
diminishing standards of quality? But Greengrass has to take some of the blame for putting Damon in this 
and using the same camera moves as the Bourne films, and Damon has to know that he brought this on 
himself by signing up for a military role…but then, perhaps this side of the film is all in my head? Is 
Damon really schizophrenic in this? Maybe he doesn’t have Bourne in his head at all, and maybe it’s all in 
mine…but is it? I don’t know, I’d really need to meet an honest Matt Damon to find out…maybe catch him 
off guard in a bar somewhere and ask him…or get him to read an honest book like The Book of Disquiet 
and then ask him, really, how much do you think about all this celebrity stuff? How far would you go to get 
away from Bourne? 
   But taking all this psych stuff away, is the film really no good? Not at all. I was entertained pretty much 
all the way through…the torture scenes were a bit familiar…we’ve seen Clooney and DiCaprio tortured in 
shitty middle-eastern housing estates, and now we see Damon getting his eyelashes pulled out…I’m not 
even sure if that’s painful, but Damon sells it well…and the rest of the film was shot like a war 
correspondent might have shot it, so you’re not always sure what’s happening and where Damon’s got to, 
but it doesn’t frustrate as much as did in the Bourne fight scenes. In fact, there’s one chase scene where 
Damon gets so far ahead of Greengrass’ camera that it actually stops in the middle of the street and pans 
around to look for him, but it actually adds to the drama of the chase instead of working against it. 
   What else? I guess pretty much all of what I’ve just said…Damon is in two minds throughout the whole 
thing, Greengrass is swirling around like a drunk behind the camera, and Isaacs acts out all he’s got and 
comes across as a tougher guy than anyone else, which I guess was his mission statement. And for an Iraq 
film, it stays well away from the politics, which makes a nice change…so, none of those ‘you Americans 
are so naïve’ speeches from Iraqi bad guys, just Iraqi guys who might be good or might be bad. We don’t 
know, and neither does Damon. But he sure has fun torturing them to find out. 
   And one more thing…Iraq really looks like shit. They need to get some local films up and running, and 
quick, because their country’s really taking a kicking cinematically. I mean, is it even possible to have that 
much dirt and dust and shit on the street? Sort it out U2. 
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Robin Hood  ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗  It’s cold in that forest…    
 
   Ridley Scott’s a weird one. He made Alien and Blade Runner, but the rest of his catalogue…there’s 
something not quite right. I’m not sure what it is exactly, but I think it might have something to do with his 
characters. I just don’t like many of them, or they’re not that interesting. Which seems unfair as he did 
Gladiator and Thelma and Louise, but that’s not really the thing you think it is. I mean, was Maximus 
really that interesting? He did his job, and looked pained and vengeful, but it seemed more like the kind of 
pain and vengeance brainstormed in some meeting. It didn’t seem real. Or maybe I’m wrong, and it 
did…but it didn’t though, did it? Did it? Man, I don’t know...there’s no one to bounce off when you’re 
writing a review...it’s like an argument between myself and myself, and neither one of them likes Scott...or 
not modern Scott anyway... 
   Okay, so the film…it’s actually not that far from the Costner version, in that Crowe starts the film landing 
in England and finding out what John and the Sheriff are up to. And the Maid Marian character is played in 
pretty much the same way as the other one. A modern woman shoehorned into a 12th Century Maid. Handy 
in a fight, independent, feminist…what the fuck? Germaine Greer has not happened yet, why is it like this? 
I guess they’re trying to woo the female audience too hard, because it doesn’t make any historical sense. 
Unless I’m completely wrong about this and the real Marian was a brawler with feminist insights eight 
centuries ahead of her time? I don’t know, but there’s a similar problem with Crowe’s Robin Hood. 
   Now, I know the character is traditionally heroic, giving to the poor, fucking over the rich, but some of 
the second-guessing character analysis in this is nuts. One scene has Crowe walking into a peasant village 
with Will Scarlet [the ginge from ER], with a bag of swag, and handing it over to the poor people [who 
really do look like they’re covered in shit…good work, Scott]. Then changing his mind, and taking it back. 
Then giving it to them again, and then taking it back, and so on and so on for at least another minute. I 
mean, I suppose they’re showing the conflict of the character here, the rich man turned thief who has the 
conviction of giving to the poor, but is never fully convinced of his own conviction[?], but there must have 
been a better way to show it than having Crowe play tug of war with a shit covered peasant. Not that I can 
think of one off the top of my head, but there must be one, right?  
   So, Crowe is a deep, deep, deep Robin Hood, self-torn in pretty much every direction, and Blanchett is 
anachronistic, and what else? Oh yeah, keeping with Crowe…the guy doesn’t seem to like his Merry Men. 
I’ve heard he’s an intense man in real life, but surely there’s gotta be some warmth to Robin Hood? Some 
kind of affection for those he steals with? But no, not from Crowe. He only ever talks to Scarlet, and the 
rest of the time he sits on a tree stump all by himself looking sullen. I know he’s trying to deepen the 
character, but come on, there’s no need to be so cold. That’s not the way of the Hood. Talk to your men, 
ask them things, show a fucking interest, whatever, otherwise what’s the difference between you and the 
Sheriff? Or you and that tree stump? 
   Oh yeah, the Sheriff. He’s useless. Like the Emperor and Maximus in Gladiator, you never have any 
doubt that Crowe can beat him in a fight. There’s no danger at all. And at least Wacky Phoenix had a bit of 
personality about him. This Sheriff has none…he just let’s the guy playing King John take all the best lines, 
which is shit as King John isn’t a danger, he’s just a twat.  
   Hmm, running out of space…not sure what else I can say about this. Scott directs like a seventy year old 
who doesn’t really give a shit anymore, Crowe acts like it’s Hamlet. But still, it’s watchable. 
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I love you Phillip Morris ***    The gayest gay in the land of Gay…  
  
      Okay, first off, Jim Carrey is not gay. Ewan McGregor is not gay. In fact, I’m pretty sure all the gay 
characters in this film are not gay. That’s acting, huh? Well, it is for McGregor, but not for Carrey.  
      See, the film is all about Carrey getting sent to prison and meeting Phillip Morris [McGregor] and 
falling for his gentle, simple ways. Then he gets out and sets himself a mission: Get Morris out of prison 
and into his bed. Only that’s the thing. I have no belief that Carrey wants Morris in his bed. He’s gay but 
he’s not gay, if you know what I mean. 
      I’ll go into a little more detail, just to prove that I’m not nuts…because everyone knows Carrey’s not 
gay, but he’s a little camp sometimes and I bet you all figure he’s so out there that he could just switch into 
gay mode and convince…or maybe you think because he signed up for this he was ready to be 
convincingly gay…but he’s not, and there are a few scenes that show it. The first ones take place in prison 
where he gets to know Morris. They laugh and joke, and McGregor touches Carrey’s arm a lot, but Carrey 
has this giveaway flinch that ruins it…seriously, every time McGregor touches him with any affection, he 
half-flinches, and I’m pretty sure that’s not part of the character. And then there’s another scene later in the 
film, where Carrey and another guy are in bed and Carrey is supposed to be fucking him as if he’s fucking 
McGregor. But there’s something wrong. As he pushes and groans and imagines Morris as the ass before 
him, he closes his eyes and there’s another flinch as he does so…I guess it’s a kind of automatic flinch he 
does when he’s uncomfortable…and it completely took me out of the scene and the film. If the whole plot’s 
about Carrey’s love for Morris, then how can I take that seriously if I don’t believe Carrey even wants to 
fuck him?  
      Okay, so all this is a bit harsh. The film is funny and Carrey is very funny too, with that elastic face of 
his, but the concept doesn’t quite work with him in it. Maybe they needed more rehearsal time, or maybe 
Carrey needed to go to a few more gay clubs to get used to male company in a sexual way…I don’t 
know…maybe they just needed someone else who’s funny but slightly more at ease with his sexuality, like 
McGregor. 
 

The Expendables **** Men fight, men kill, men rescue, men rape? 
 
      I saw an early bird showing of this one so it might change a little between now and its August release, 
but honestly, I hope it doesn’t get cut too much.  
      Yes, it’s good. I knew Stallone would know what he was doing when he started this…I mean, you look 
at that cast and the plot synopsis and you think, shit, this is gonna be awful, but it’s not what you think. 
Really. There’s action, but it’s brutal, just like that new Rambo film where the guy gets cut to pieces by the 
jeep gun, and there are knife fights that look almost half-real, and Statham is okay, and you never know 
who’s gonna die when and…Dolph Lundgren. Man, he’s got the best part of the whole thing. I heard he 
was uncomfortable during filming, but he nails this like nothing he’s ever nailed before. He’s out of his tree 
like that bearded bad guy from A Few Dollars More and it’s glorious. There are a couple of scenes where it 
seems like he’s having conversations with himself, even though the rest of the team are standing right there, 
and you never know if he’s gonna rescue the girl they’re all trying to save or rape and kill her. It’s that 
murky, and Stallone needs to be given the respect he deserves for doing this. Fucking brilliant. 
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Recommended [or not] by Dan Holloway [Beware: Spoilers!] 
 
The sweet smell of success  
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
                

               
 
There are a few cunts in this film, but two main 
ones. The first is slippery little Tony Curtis, the 
precedent for Tom Cruise and his heeled shoes. 
The genius of this film is that Curtis is the main 
character, not the musician guy who’s probably 
the only decent person in this world. He’s a 
conniver, a sneak, a-…lots of other words, none 
of them good. He tries to cheat everyone, and the 
best part is the least predictable. I mean, you 
expect him to have a conscience pang at some 
point, but it comes and goes in the blink of an 
eye. He says he won’t get a guy beaten up, but 
then relents when he’s told how much power 
he’ll gain from it. He just can’t fucking resist, 
the little shit. And the big shit, that’s Hunsecker. 
You might know the name, because the guy 
playing him nails it. He controls everyone, he 
steps on everyone, and all he does is write a 
column. He’s the king of the new world, and I 
love the way the film puts his apartment in the 
middle of the city, but high above the city, so he 
can look down on the people-ants he likes to 
crush. The guy is a sociopath. Beautiful.  
 

Volcano ∗∗∗∗ 
 
This film is fucking awful. I have never seen so 
many hero moments in one piece of shit. The 
guy who carries the unconscious man off the 
subway train and gets his legs melted by lava. 
The two cops who plant the explosives at the end, 
one staying behind with the injured other so they 
can get blown to bits together. Seriously, would 
this happen? I may be a cowardly prick, but I 
wouldn’t stay behind. I’d be panicked and I 
would run. And then there’s Tommy Lee Jones. 
Where is he running to at the end? I can’t even 

be fucked describing it, the whole scene is a joke. 
But you can’t outrun a falling building, Tommy. 
You have to know this. But I can understand him 
signing up for this, he’s done shit before and 
he’ll do it again…but Keith David…man, you’re 
better than this. 

 

         
 
Factotum  ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
 
This sneaked out a couple of years ago, and it’s a 
strange film to watch if you’ve read any of 
Bukowski. Matt Dillon is definitely not the 
character from the book, Chinaski, but I’ll tell 
you what, he is a scumbag. The way he slouches 
around, barely talking to anyone, barely able to 
muster the energy to even speak…priceless. I’ve 
never seen a character like this, where every 
word is an effort. Actually, I think there have 
been some, I can almost picture the films in my 
head, but I can’t think of the names…I think they 
might be Coen films, but I’m not sure. The Man 
who wasn’t there? Maybe…but I remember he 
just didn’t speak much, this is different. Here, 
Dillon does speak, but you can see the boredom 
of it all. I should warn you, it’s a depressing film 
in its way. No one really dies, it’s not 
manipulative…it’s just a lonely film. And there’s 
no Keith David.  
 

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari  
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
 
This film is so good I won’t watch it. I have it on 
DVD, but I keep it where it is, unopened, 
because I know it will be the best film I’ve ever 
seen. I’ve read the synopsis, I’ve seen the stills, 
and I know its brilliance. A film about a mad 
professor and his mad cabinet that makes you 
mad…come on. The only niggle…the film 
predates Keith David. Fuck.  
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The Rock and RollThe Rock and RollThe Rock and RollThe Rock and Roll    DeconstructionDeconstructionDeconstructionDeconstruction Daddio Daddio Daddio Daddio    

 
                                                                    Richie Dowling 

 

     U2 - Where the Streets Have No NameWhere the Streets Have No NameWhere the Streets Have No NameWhere the Streets Have No Name  
 
 

        
 
 

 
Settle down cats, today's song is the most! 
 
Do you remember the 80s? A morose and sad decade characterised by Spandex until four boys from 
somewhere called Ireland rocked our world with a tune called "Where the Streets Have no Name". And 
they did it wearing cowboy hats, ladies and gentlemen. I'm not sure how much head of cattle they have 
down on the rocky road to Dublin, but it was good to finally see a band with decent dress sense. Nobody 
had a clue what this song was about, of course, and we were all too polite to ask. The lead singer sits at the 
right hand side of God, after all.   
 
But now's the time for an investigation, and I'm the Daddio to do it.  
 
First verse  
 
I wanna run 
I want to hide 
I wanna tear down the walls 
That hold me inside 
I wanna reach out 
And touch the flame 
Where the streets have no name 
Ha...ha...ha... 
I want to feel 
Sunlight on my face 
I see the dust cloud disappear 
Without a trace 
I want to take shelter from the poison rain 
Where the streets have no name 
Ho...ha... 
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So, Bono wants to run. No, wait a second, he wants to hide. Well, make up your mind, boy. You can run 
but you can't hide. Everyone knows that. Then he wants to tear down the walls that hold him inside. Now, it 
seems to me that if you've made up your mind to hide, then tearing down the walls is not the best to go way 
about it. 
 
Touching flames is also not recommended as it generally hurts. But I guess Bono is planning on being 
another entry in the list of stars who’ve singed their fingertips on the way to music history. Besides, this is 
not just any old flame, it's a flame burning in a place where the streets have no name. Now, what kind of 
place can't be arsed to name its streets? And how do you plan on finding this flame? Do you even know 
which street it's in? Of course you don't--the streets have no name. It's a cartographer's nightmare! 
 
As for feeling sunshine on your face, that should be easy considering you've just pulled down the walls of 
the house you were in. You could have just stepped outside, but that would have been too easy. And what's 
with the dust clouds? What kind of trace do they usually leave? Er, dust? Are you trying to tell us that this 
place, the place that can't be bothered to name its streets, runs a highly-efficient cleaning service?  
 
Well, despite the obvious effectiveness with which this place cleans up dust, they can't seem to do anything 
about poison rain--to my mind, even more of a public nuisance. The real irony here is that if Bono hadn't 
been so keen to tear down those walls, he would have had perfect shelter. Questioning your willful 
destruction of real estate, Bono? I bet you are. That ten-gallon hat will only keep off so much poison rain. 
Mind you, it's the Edge and Adam Clayton I feel sorry for, because they're the ones plugged into expensive 
guitar-amplifiers vulnerable to humidity. . .   
 
And what's with that sneaky "ho" you dropped in there? A reference to Santa Claus? Or to some no-good 
devil woman who was unable to give you street directions? 
 
                                       

                   
 
 
Chorus  
 
Where the streets have no name 
Where the streets have no name 
We're still building 
Then burning down love 
Burning down love 
And when I go there 
I go there with you 
It's all I can do 
 
Building? Burning down? Here is where it all makes sense. Just look at the names of these "musicians". 
Bono, The Edge--I admit stone-cold rock and roll monikers, but Adam Clayton? Larry Mullen Jr? Those 
boys sound like plumbers to me. And the real names of the singer and the guitarist are Paul Hewson and 
Dave Evans. Better known, of course, as the best bricklayers in the Emerald Isle. The masterplan is 
revealed. Tired of three chords and the truth, bored by the use of a gimmicky echo effect on their guitars, 
U2 have become a front for a dodgy construction company who build urban developments only to burn 
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them down again and claim the insurance money. And they work so quickly they don't even have time to 
name the streets! When Bono visits their new scam construction site, he has to go with the rest of the group 
or face the risk of losing out on his share of the takings.  
 
Second Verse  
 
The city's aflood 
And our love turns to rust 
We're beaten and blown by the wind 
Trampled in dust 
I'll show you a place 
High on a desert plain 
Where the streets have no name 
 
 
This time the world's worst cowboy builders seem to have taken a different tack--let's not burn it down as 
the insurance inspectors are getting wise to our game. Let's flood the place! But look out--rust is clearly 
having a detrimental effect on the guitar amps. And Bono's desire to tear down buildings has left him being 
beaten and blown by the wind. Hold onto your hats, boys. And look out! Too late. They've been trampled in 
dust. Now that you've flooded the city, your admittedly effective public cleaning department is unable to 
cope. You would have thought the flood would take away the dust, but I guess destroying a city does leave 
a large amount of debris.  
 
Even though he's lying trampled in that dust, Bono loses none of that Irish good-natured friendliness and 
he's already willing to show us his next building project. Apparently, this one is in a place high on a desert 
plain. Well, I'd like to see that you miracle-working mullet-head. Plains are, by geographical nature, flat. 
What are you doing? Building the next city on struts?  
 
The third verse just reiterates how bad the weather is and how Bono is still stuck with his dodgy 
construction mates. And he never did find that flame. Still, even though you didn't find what you were 
looking for, Bono, I'm sure you can get another song out of the situation. But I think many of us will think 
twice before phoning U2 for an estimate on a loft conversion. Right, cats?   
 
Stay cool. 
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MUSIC IN HK
The guy who played with Neil Finn
 
Words by Captain Wong 
 
Mate, I’m not gonna have a go at anyone this 
issue. You know why? Because all those cunts 
have come to what passes as their senses. 
They’ve seen the starlight, mate. No more 
complaints. Beautiful fucking silence at last, and 
a bit of fucking respect for their betters. [Ed – 
Actually, Cap, there were a few letters for you, 
but let’s just move on, huh?]  
 
So it’s back to the music. Or back to what passes 
as music in this tonally backward shithole. Not 
that I’m negative, I’m never that, mate, but 
there’s a truth to things here, and that truth is the 
same as most places: most unsigned bands are 
shit.  
 
Yeah, I know you’re gonna write in and moan 
about Coldplay and The Smiths and all those 
other bands who didn’t have a label when they 
started, but there’s a difference, mate. They 
weren’t shit. Well, Coldplay are shit, but mostly 
things work themselves out. And they usually 
work themselves out within a year or two. 
 
Meaning, if you’re still playing unsigned after 
two years then give up, mate. It’s not gonna 
happen. 
 
Which brings me to HK and its own great 
unsigned. I went to a gig at this new place the 
other week…I think it was called the Rocking 
School or something…and it wasn’t a bad place. 
Kinda big, a decent stage, not the worst sound 
system I’ve ever seen. The promotion they were 
doing was something like ‘Girls with guitars’ 
and, to be blunt, mate, that’s why I was there. 
 
See, girls with guitars know their stuff. They’re 
people I can actually have a bit of respect for 
musically. Most girls, they’re fucking dumb. 
They turn up at your gigs and bounce up and 
down, but they don’t know what the fuck they’re 
listening to. And it grates, mate. It fucking gets 
to me, but this gig, this had proper girls, girls I 
could actually have a conversation with. Not that 
I did though. I mean, I’m still their superior so 
I’m not gonna be pandering to them, and if 
they’re not girl enough to show some fucking 
humility and come over and start a conversation 
with me then they can go fuck themselves. 

Because frankly, mate, I don’t need to chase. I 
never have, and like Ronnie Wood, I’ll never 
have to. Not in the UK anyway, where people 
know their shit. HK, it’s a different story, mate, 
they don’t know their shit, they just-… [Cap, I’m 
cutting in. The Music?] 
 
First band, Purple Fruit. Pretty girl in a purple 
dress singing some loopy shit in Cantonese. 
Would I put her in my bed? Yeah, mate, I 
probably would. Would I let her touch my guitar? 
Not a fucking hope. They said they’ve been 
together six months, and it shows, mate. They 
looked petrified, and that’s only good if you 
want your audience to look petrified. Mostly, no 
one gave a shit though. Not that they know 
decent music when they hear it. I saw one guy 
wearing a fucking ‘Ting Tings’ t-shirt, for fucks 
sake. Fucking clowns. 
 
Second, four girls and some androgynous thing 
on the drums. Dovey, I think they called 
themselves. Any good? They played okay, mate, 
I’ll give them that, and I’d probably give time to 
the bassist, but they’ve been gigging for six 
years. That says exactly what you think it does.  
 
Third, and probably the best of the night, were 
the Hunky Ghosts. Actually, they were the best 
of the night, mate, as the headliners were a non-
event. In fact, they were so fucking bland, I’m 
not gonna talk about them. They don’t deserve 
the space, mate. But the Hunky Ghosts…they 
had a little something. Their songs weren’t 
anything amazing, but the guitar work…mate, I 
know quite a fucking lot about guitars and they 
knew how to pedal them. One little guy, he 
couldn’t keep still. I think he was their lead, and 
he just kept moving, mate, every fucking song. 
Complete confidence in the shit they were 
playing, and you could feel it. And the 
drummer…mate, I haven’t seen a guy that 
excited about things since Mad Marius played 
Liverpool Uni with Kimsby back in ’97. And 
that was a fucking set. Fucking Kimsby, mate, 
they had a catalogue. Shame about what 
happened. 
 
Anyway, one niggle about them. They’d been 
together a few years, and it may be tough to hear, 
but my rule applies. Two years unsigned, give it 
up. Or an alternative for you, mate: Two years 
unsigned, get the fuck out of HK. 
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BOOKS EVERYWHERE  
[Вы около прочитать самую беззастенчивую штепсельную вилку в виду того 
что Сталин бредило к селянин о его пятилетнем плане.] 
 
  Journey to the end of the night  Louis Ferdinand Celine ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
 

                                        
                    
This is normally the page where I take a look at some unheard of book that’s been self-published, but not 
this time. I guess it’s mostly because I couldn’t find any good ones, or the ones I wanted to review weren’t 
quite ready yet. There’s one…Beautiful things that happen to ugly people by Year Zero’s Sarah Melville 
that is gonna be decent, but she’s still doing the structuring for it. And there’s another one…Beach beneath 
the Pavement that is pretty good, but I haven’t been able to track down the author. 
 
So, I guess, I’ll just review something written by a dead guy. 
 
‘The Journey to the end of the night’ [or ‘something, something, la nuit’ in its original French] is fucking 
brilliant. I don’t care if I’m supposed to build up to that verdict, I’m just gonna say it right at the start. It’s 
fucking brilliant. 
 
I found Celine in Bukowski’s Pulp, hiding in an LA bookshop fifty years after supposedly dying, and when 
I went to the library there was ‘Journey to la nuit’ sitting on the shelf, looking lovely in black and white. I 
got it, read the first few pages where he joins the army on the brink of WW1, read the bit where he talks 
about his superior officer having no concept of his own death, realized Celine was a coward and carried it 
with me everywhere for two weeks. 
 
Seriously, this book was written for thinkers and cowards. But also sensualists and adventurers. Celine 
travels to Africa, gets beaten up, falls sick in the jungle and gets sold as a slave to some guys who take him 
to the US, where he escapes, works in a factory for a bit, finds a girl he half-likes then leaves her and goes 
back to France to become a shitty half-rate doctor. It’s traveling, but also experience, and that’s what’s so 
fucking brilliant about it. He is brutally honest about his cowardice, and the manipulations he indulges 
himself in, and there is no way that you’ll come away liking the guy…but that’s not really true, as, for me, 
his honesty may make him a twat in the eyes of others but I like it. Celine is the kind of person I would like 
to meet in real life, and probably the kind of guy who wouldn’t give half as much away in person as he 
would in text, but fuck it, I’d still like to give him a shot. Alas, he really is dead though, I checked. 
 
So, this book is fucking brilliant, but I should warn you…this is very different to his other books. His first 
one, Death on the Installment Plan [I haven’t a clue what that is in French] made his reputation because it 
was a mess…it had lots of ‘…’…ellipses, I think they’re called, and it really was hard to read. But credit to 
him, he wrote an introduction in his third book saying he couldn’t give a fuck what the critics said about 
him, and what the hell were they writing anyway. Fucking Brilliant.  
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Books – Recommended 
 
The Book of Disquiet Fernando 

Pessoa   ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
 
The details: it’s the factless autobio of a book 
keeper in Lisbon. A mish-mash of thought, 
opinions, philosophy, metaphysics and a lot of 
other stuff, but mostly, it comes back again and 
again to identity.  
 
I don’t want to use the word identity, as 
whenever I see it as a description it seems vague. 
I mean, it could be anything, and it seems like an 
easy word to use without really describing 
anything about the book. Well, Pessoa, writes 
about himself and how he has no self, and by this 
I mean, he has no centre. Like The Talented Mr. 
Ripley, he’s almost a sociopath, but with one 
difference: he sees that calling himself a 
sociopath is still a description, and he doesn’t 
buy that. He literally thinks of himself as nothing 
and everyone. And it’s the kind of book where 
you can open to page 201 and start reading from 
there, and then skip to page 357 and see him 
contradicting himself.  
 
If you wanna link this to philosophy then you’d 
use Deleuze. Not that I know much about 
philosophy, but I did read the first ten pages or 
so of a Deleuze book and it talked about 
‘becoming’, which I think means the malleability 
of the self…is malleability the right word? I 
don’t know, but we change and keep changing, 
and this book shows that.  
 
The only flaw it has is a lack of humour. 
Seriously, Pessoa can be interesting, but he can 
also write like a fucking accountant sometimes.  
 

The fox from up above and the 

fox from down below  Arguedas  

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ 
 
I’ll admit, I haven’t read all of this. In fact, I’ve 
barely read any of the actual novel itself, but the 
thing is, it’s not completely a novel. It’s split 
between the fiction of a town in Peru dealing 
with modernization, and the reality of the author 
working himself up towards his own suicide. So, 
it starts with Arguedas telling the reader that this 
will be the last thing he’ll ever write, and it is 

told through the device of diary entries. 
Throughout the book, interrupting the fiction, are 
four diary segments, each one brutally honest 
about the world, the author and his sickness. 
 
Yes, he is sick. He tells us that he tried to kill 
himself before, four years before sitting down to 
write this fox book, and he’s only writing 
because he’s been told to do so by his friends 
and his doctor. Apparently, writing will return 
him to sanity and some kind of parity with the 
world. Or it’ll let him function in the world. 
 
Honestly, and it’s a review so I’m gonna be 
fucking honest, the novel itself lost me after the 
first few pages. There were some macho 
fishermen, and a gay kid out at sea and they were 
talking bluntly and it was alright, but my mind 
wasn’t with it. I don’t think anyone’s mind will 
be, because before the fishermen bit is the first 
diary segment. This is where Arguedas talks 
about his future suicide and how he finds it so 
difficult to live in this world. Now, I won’t go 
into it too much, but this is what I need to read. 
This is someone writing about things which I 
feel, someone who’s said, ‘fuck this, fuck 
Cortazar and Borges and Fuentes and all those 
other writers, fuck them because I’m gonna kill 
myself and it doesn’t matter if I say what I really 
think anymore’. And so the truth comes out, and 
it’s beautiful. 
 
You know, so few writers write the truth. I mean, 
some of them write a truth they’ve passed and 
can reveal without consequence, but very few 
write with consequence. Arguedas cheated a 
little, as he knew he wouldn’t be around to deal 
with Fuentes coming up to him at a literary event 
and saying, ‘you twat, what did you write about 
me?’ but what he writes is still truth and it’s still 
compelling. I mean, how often do you get to read 
the mind of someone about to kill themselves? 
Never. Though there is one more cheat. The way 
it’s presented. And this is something that’s 
always bugged me about the supposed “truth” of 
diary fiction. It always looks composed. There’s 
no confusion of thought, or counter-thought…no 
mistakes, just well-constructed and thought-out 
sentences, which must take away some of the 
truth. The only way to combat this is to write 
your diary in the mind that it will never be 
published, and when it’s done, fuck yourself and 
publish it. 
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Something that isn’t really a story but has Gods in 

it Could be an opinion piece, I don’t know… 
 
                                                          Gerard Jones 
 

                      
 
"One way or another, billions of people are 
going to have to be done away with when slave-
based empires go out of business. There'll be 
chaos, food riots, water wars, oil wars, land 
grabs and the destruction of everything we knew 
as civilized society. When the dust settles it'll be 
like Noah's Ark all over again. Poor dumb 
human beings will turn over another new leaf, 
get a fresh start, maybe do things right next time. 
Your grandma wants a society based on a 
consumer class of slaves kept marginally alive to 
make money for the few really rich guys who 
own them. That's the way things have been since 
people quit hunting pigs with sticks and learned 
to grow wheat and save it for a rainy day. If you 
had wheat, people worked for you in order to eat. 
That made slavery. It had to get out of hand. It 
has." 
 
"So you want us to hunt pigs with sticks again?" 
Isaac's frown grows deeper. 
 
"People were meant to tell the truth and make 
love, not lie and make money." 
 
"Says who?" Isaac asks. 
 
"Me." The old guy points to his chest. 
 

"Love or money, God or mammon, good or evil, 
right or wrong, take your pick." Becky weighs 
each set of notions up and down in either hand. 
 
"Hey, how about we pick both!" Isaac's eyes 
light up. 
 
"They're mutually exclusive," the old guy says. 
 
"Why?" 
 
"You can't serve two masters, a house divided, 
where your treasure is, consider the lilies, render 
unto Caesar, blah, blah, blah." 
 
"Yeah, yeah," Isaac says quickly. "Your buddy 
Jesus said all sorts of stuff but he also said, love 
God, love your neighbor, the rest is commentary. 
There's not a single thing, from the lowliest 
hydrogen atom to an infinite number of 
universes, that doesn't depend exclusively on 
being inclusive. It's all a great big balancing act. 
Name me one thing worth knowing that can be 
known. You can't. Jesus couldn't. Nobody can. 
What goes on inside an atom? Pick an atom, any 
atom. Nobody knows, but I bet it's some kind of 
heavy-duty equal and opposite stuff. How can 
gravity be exactly the right force to give rise to 
life? You want know how physicists explain that 
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peculiar little quirk of nature? Chance, that's how, 
serendipity, dumb luck. They're such knee-jerk 
determinists that they brush aside the possibility 
of any kind of God and say instead that there's 
simply so many trillions of universes out there 
that one of 'em was bound to have gotten gravity 
right and that's the universe we happen to be 
living in. Just one universe is pretty big—all 
those galaxies and black holes and supernovas 
and dark matter and dark energy and quasars and 
gamma rays and dimensions we haven't 
discovered yet, oh, my. And that's just in the 
universe we think we've partly figured out. That 
big bang everybody brags about made the 
universe we live in fourteen billion years ago, 
but imagine untold trillions of universes, untold 
trillions of big bangs and all the rest of the stuff 
that goes on in the one piddly little universe we 
happen to be living in, imagine all that going on 
in untold trillions of other universes, all at 
different times and in different places and each 
with its own set of properties that are all distinct 
from one another, their own quirks and quarks 
and constants. Yikes. If you believe what 
physicists tell you, in order to get gravity right 
just once, you have to get it wrong untold 
trillions of times. How can it be harder to 
imagine what physicists want you to imagine 
than it is to imagine that God made the universe 
exactly the way a universe ought to have been 
made? And even if physicists are right, who's to 
say that God didn't make untold trillions of 
universes? Maybe it took that many to come up 
with the precious few that could give rise to life 
and out of those few universes, it's a good bet 
that only one gave rise to human life. How many 
different kinds of animals came along before we 
got to a human animal? How many more are 
gonna come along after the human animal has 
outlived itself? Any mere mortal, physicist or not, 
who thinks he or she can deign to talk 
knowledgeably about the nature of God is an 
absolute moron. Lao-Tsu said that. All the 
people who ever came up with a notion of God 
only came up with silly stuff that was going on 
in their heads, including Moses and Jesus and 
The Prophet Muhammad, and even what those 
guys called God got garbled by generations of 
priests and rabbis and scholars with their own 
idiotic ideas. What's been worshipped the world 
over as divine since the beginning of time is 
imaginative as all get out but none of it has 
anything to do with God except that the same 
innate intelligence that operates untold trillions 
of universes also operates the human brain. Why 
do you think they all say God created man in his 

own image? 'Cause they were all self-absorbed 
crazy people, that's why. Why do you think what 
they said had such sway?" 
 

                
 
"'Cause they were preaching to the choir," Becky 
says. 
 
"Well, to be fair to the definition in the 
dictionary," the old guy interrupts. "There can 
only be one universe. Uni means one." 
 
"One verse?" Giselle asks. 
 
"Yep." Abraham laughs. "The whole ball-of-wax 
is a big fat poem." 
 
"Or maybe what we call the universe really is 
just one of untold trillions of the same sorts of 
things." The old guy ignores both of them. "But 
according to the dictionary, the universe includes 
everything there is, like, you know, by 
definition—no matter how many universes some 
physicist may tell you there has to be." 
 
"Okay, fine, and maybe there are the same sorts 
of things as human beings somewhere, too, but 
you go with what you got and what we've got is 
us, and what each of us has is him or her, period. 
There are close to seven billion similar creatures 
running around out there and each one is a 
separate entity utterly unlike any other. When 
some Bedouin gets down on his knees and buries 
his face five times a day to say from the bottom 
of his heart that God is great, we don't know the 
half of it. When the guys in white wigs dedicated 
their lives and fortunes and sacred honor to the 
greater glory of God, they weren't just blowing 
smoke. You want to make a work of art, make a 
mosquito. The same physicists who want you to 
imagine untold trillions of universes in order to 
come up with exactly the right force for gravity 
to be still can't tell you what goes on inside a 
hydrogen atom. Your so-called knowledge 
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doesn't rise to the level of foolishness. What's 
love? What's life? What's God? What's evil 
without good and the other way around? What's 
matter without anti-matter, dark without light? 
You know how many people have gone 
completely crazy trying to figure this bullshit 
out?" 
 

          
 
"Seven," Giselle says. 
 
"Close enough." Isaac shoots one of his radiant 
smiles first at her, then at Abraham and finally 
fixes his gaze at the old guy again. "There's 
innate intelligence among the untold trillions of 
universes that may or may not make up the one 
universe they talk about in your dictionary. The 
same intelligence built the lowliest of atoms and 
genes and protein molecules and a pig's eye and 
the instincts of bees. We know it without 
knowing it. We emulate it despite ourselves. 
Your physicists may not believe in God but God 
believes in them. There are laws beyond the laws 
they've concocted. Hydrogen atoms behave in 
accordance with those laws and so do we and so 
do black holes and so does anti-matter and black 
matter and dark energy and all the rest of the 
unknowable stuff going on in untold trillions of 
the things we may or may not call universes clear 
down to the unknowable stuff we call 
chromosomes and atoms and quarks and gluons. 
When we know anything we'll know God. The 
chances of that happening are zero, but that's not 
gonna stop us from getting intimations. It was 
those inklings of the underlying intelligence of 
the universe that the prophets of God were trying 
to understand and trying to tell us about. My 
darling mother and adoring father got all gaga 
over each other one enchanted evening and here 
I am," he says, poking his thumb into the base of 
his sternum. "I include them. What more proof 
do you need? There's nothing that doesn't include 
its opposite and that includes all of you." Isaac 
gestures with his arms out at his sides, forming a 

sort of bowl. "What's more different than a man 
and a woman? We're all miraculous opposites 
fused in an unimaginable caldron of divine love 
and everlasting life. A house divided against 
itself is the only house that has any kind of 
chance of standing at all. You," Isaac goes on, 
pointing to his grandfather, "You're all woe is me 
that after ten thousand generations there's 
nothing new under the sun. Ha! Ten thousand 
generations is the blink of an eye. You want to 
know what's new under the sun? People, that's 
what. We're God's gift. Maybe it'll take another 
ten thousand generations to appreciate that fact 
but some of us wee human beasties have been 
getting glimpses all along. What we make up in 
our brains has nothing to do with making 
anything worth making. Make a lilac, why don't 
you? When that little bundle of chromosomes 
from my dad got together with the bundle of 
chromosomes in my mother all holy hell broke 
loose in a universe of universes and another real 
thing was created, a person, me." 
 
"Hey, maybe the universe is just a big brain 
thinking things," Becky says. 
 
"I hope it's not thinking the things I think," 
Giselle says. "All I think is stupid stuff but 
Hindus think cool stuff like everything that 
happens is happening 'cause Lord Vishnu is 
dreaming it's happening. Well, according to my 
shrink, anyway...not really my shrink, my 
neurologist, Dr. Javid, whatever...and he says I 
have a giant aneurysm that's about to blow up in 
my head. What if Lord Vishnu has a giant 
aneurysm and it blows up in his head? Talk 
about Apocalypse Now, wow." 
 
"That's where all that apocalypse crap came from 
in the first place," Isaac goes on, not missing a 
beat. "People start out all full of vim and vigor, 
fall in love, have kids and grandkids, then get old 
and die. How apocalyptic is that? That's who you 
remind me of." He points his left thumb casually 
toward his grandfather. "Poor old John of Patmos, 
sitting in his cave, eating mushrooms and 
dreaming up the end of the world. He wasn't 
going out with a whimper but in a blaze of 
horsemen and armies and whores battling over 
his own private, singular soul on the plains of 
Armageddon and calling it the souls of all 
mankind. Talk about narcissism, ha!" 
 
"So we should what?" the old guy asks Isaac. 
"Shut up and let whatever happens just go ahead 
happen?" 
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"Isn't that what you just got done saying you 
were doing?" Isaac frowns. "You said you quit. 
You said you give up. I didn't hear anyone try to 
stop you. You said we're a diseased, retarded, 
full-of-shit species. Fine. Let's just leave it at that 
and count on the fullness of time to do what it 
does, but no, no, no, you want us to do 
something about the sorry-ass state of the species. 
Like what? Fix things? How? Come up with 
laws and rules and concepts like justice and 
peace? Ha! Justice means just us and peace 
means kill everyone who doesn't agree with our 
laws and rules and concepts. Things fix 
themselves. That's the wonder of it. How many 
of those big empires based on slavery and the 
accumulation of wealth you're always ragging on 
have already come and gone? Look on my works, 
ye mighty, and despair. Fortunes rise and fall. 
What a fortune even is changes all the time. It's 
been what money can buy for awhile now, sure, 
but who's to say that won't change? Some kid's 
gonna come out of the woodwork and tell the 
emperor he's not wearing any clothes. People are 
being perfected according to God's unknowable 
laws a little at a time all the time. The whole 
upstart species hasn't been around for much more 
than a few hundred thousand years. Rome wasn't 
built in a day. I threw some breadcrumbs to the 
blue jays out in the backyard this morning. The 
first one who came along called to his buddies 
and pretty soon there were all kinds of birds 
eating breadcrumbs. What good did it do that 
first blue jay to blab to his buddies? Why didn't 
he just shut up and have the breadcrumbs all to 
himself? There's a genetic quirk that makes it 
better to give than receive. Endorphins go off 
you your brain. You get hints that it's better to be 
inclusive than it is to be exclusive. When you 
start figuring out those laws, the innate 
intelligence operating a universe of universes, 
you'll have a better idea of what goes on inside a 
hydrogen atom and a better idea of everlasting 
life and everlasting love." 
 
"Those same blue jays try to peck each other's 
eyes out when they both go for the same piece of 
bread," the old guy says. 
 
"Well, a body's got to eat. Opposing forces fight 
things out. You can't engineer this stuff. It gets 
engineered all on its own. Blue jays used to be 
dinosaurs. It's hard to argue with that kind of 

logic. You can't take sides. Leave them alone and 
they will come home, wagging their tails behind 
them. Or not." 
 
"I don't take sides." The old guy sounds offended. 
 

        
 
"Sure you do. What was all that ranting and 
raving about rich guys being the new Nazis and 
Jews and guys who kiss up to Jews doing their 
propaganda for them? You don't like Nazis. You 
said so. That's taking sides." 
 
"Oh, so you would have preferred that Hitler had 
won World War Two?" 
 
"If that's what had happened that's what I would 
have wanted to happen but there's no such thing 
as if...if, schmiff, what's going on is what's going 
on. All the gods that man in his finite wisdom 
ever conjured up are the same God, the God of 
mercy and love and infinite joy, and they all hate 
each other's guts. Put that in your conundrum 
machine. You go on and on about how Israel 
won't be happy until it has dominion over the 
whole of the earth like the God of Abraham said 
it should have, I say leave poor Israel alone. It's 
got troubles of its own. Jews have troubles, 
Arabs have troubles, Giselle's got troubles, 
Grandma Oprah has troubles, all God's children 
endure endless trouble and everlasting gladness. 
Out of the mud grows the lotus. It's not 
something you can do anything about other than 
let it unfold in front of your face and thank God 
that you have the senses to see it and feel it and 
hear it and taste it and smell it and eventually 
maybe get it, get it?" 
 
"I do," Tiger Woods says.
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INTERVIEW WITH… 
[Немногая укол не повернуло вверх.] 
Words by Oli Johns 
 
There will be no interview this issue. 
 
Sadly, our regular writer of this page, Jay, was hit by a car just before Christmas. He was taken to hospital 
but was unconscious on arrival. He never woke up. 
 
I suppose some people will have suspicions about the nature of Jay’s accident, considering what he wrote 
in this magazine, but I can assure you it was an accident. Or the police seem certain it was an accident, so 
we should just leave it at that. 
 
In my experience of Jay, he was a confident guy who always did his job well. What he wrote for this 
magazine was fiction. It was his idea to write it in first person. It was his idea to create a persona for 
himself…an anxious man, unsure, depressed, suicidal…but it was just a persona, not an actual self. 
 
The Jay we all knew was kind and gregarious. He had an odd sense of humour sometimes, but he was 
always positive. 
 
The first time I met him was when he marched into my office and told me he was the writer I’d been 
looking for. He had ideas, he had confidence, and I hired him. 
 
The first interview he got was Tony Leung. One of the most candid interviews I’ve ever read, and you 
know what Jay did? He scrapped it and said he had a better idea. 
 
And that’s where the first person, half-fiction concept came from. And I don’t know anyone else who 
would do this. That’s the highest praise I can give Jay. He was an original. 
 
RIP Jay. We’ll miss you  
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  These six books are actually pretty good, thinks Yaphet Kotto 
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